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ABS T__CT :
Tl_e object of tills test was to e raluate the effects of Thermal, Life
_d Mechanical environments on 60 Texas Instrument SOLID CTRCUIT Series
;! integrated circuits. The test specimens - i.e. - SNSIO, Flip Flop;
SNS12 '_OR" or '_A?_D" Oat,e; and SN{I_, '_xclusive "OR" Gate were sub-
jected to the followir_ environments:
Thermal Sterilization at lh_°C for 3 cycles.
Thermal Cycling from 12_°C to -5_°C for 5 cycles.
Humidity per MIL-E-5272C (ASG) Procedtre i.
High Temperature Operating Life a_ IOO°C for 2000 hours.
High Vacuum Operating Life at iO- mm _Ig for 500 hours.
Shock at 300 G's, 3 m sec, for _ impacts in the X, Y and Z directions.
Vibration at 35 G's peak for 3 sweep cycles from 30 cps to 3000 cps
v and Z directions.ir_ the X,
Certain measurement results during Thermal environments were analyzed
by the 2n factorial statistical method. Life environment measurements
were analyzed to the JPL Specification ZPP 2OhO GEN A statistical for-
mat. Results of this analysis are presented in Appendix B of the report.
All test specimens passed the thermal environmeotal tests witi_ a mini-
mum of parameter deviations recorded except units #8, #13 and #18
of the T}qoe SNSIS which failed to pass m_ximum parametric deviatior
criteria during the thermal c:_cling tests. It should be noted, hew-
ever, that the specified units above met specification requirements
supplied by t_e manufacturer and were functionally qualified units.
All test specimens passed the dual-sequential life test specified in
this report. Indicatiorm of random errors in the operation of the units
were observed but could not be traced to cause, due to limitations in
test circuitry.
All test specimens passed the mechanical environmental tests specified
in this report.
Test specimens Units #1,#2,#3,#h,#_,#7,#_,#9,#11,#19,#1h,#15 and #20 of
Type SNSIO and Units #8,#10,#13 and #18 of Type SN%I5 failed to pass
maximum parametric deviation criteria during the final measurements;
however, the specified units above met manufacturers specification re-
quirements and were all functionally qualified units.
Test, specimen Unit #19 of Type SN%IO failed initial tests because of
internal bonding defects. Failure was judged to be the responsibility
of the manufacturer.
It is concluded t_mt the test specimens passed the en_dronmental tests to
which they were subjected. Further testing is recommended, particularly
in the area of monitored active circuit environmental life tests.
i
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1.2
IN TRODUCT ION :
Objective :
The objective of this test was to obtain qualifying infor-
mation on the resistance of Texas Instruments Solid Cir-
cuit Networks to thermal, life and mec_mnical environments.
Investigated were the performance of tbmee %qoes of inte-
grated networks (i.e. SN%IO, Diffused Silicon Bistable Net-
work; S/Nbl2, Diffused Silicon 'NOR" or '_AND" Logic Net-
work; and S_Jbl5 Dbffueed Silicon '_xclusbve OR" Network)
when subjected to Thermal 2terillzation, Thermal 3_cling,
Vumidity, Mechanical Shock and Tibratiou envbronments. The
specimens were also observed during life tests at high temp-
erature and at vacuum environments.
The test specimen sample size consisted of 20 each of the
S_ 510, S_12, and S_ 51_ types. The test design was
intended to subject a segment of the test specimens to a
sequenced thermal environment of Thermal g,terilization,
_nermal Cycling and :lumidity; all test specdmens to _*igh
remperature (_erating Life and High Vacuum Operating Life
and lastly a segment of the test specimens to the mec_ani-
cal environments of shock and vibration.
The tests were _nitiated on 12/I/62 and ended II/29/63.
All tests and measurements were performed at the Libra-
scope Reliability Test Laboratory.
i
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P.I.I
2.1.1.1
2.1.1.1.1
2.1.1.1.2
2.1.1.1.3
2.1.1.1..4
2.1.1.2
2.1.1.2.1
2.].I.2.2
2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.1.1
2.1.2.1.2
PARTS DESCRIPTION :
Electrical C_racterJ zation:
The electrical parameters designated as design parameters,
characterize the operation of the integrated micrologic
(single substrate) as a frnctional operational unit, as
opposed to discrete eamp_nt parameter measurements. The
electrical parameters designated as failure analysis para-
meters are based on discrete component characteristics for
unit malfunction analysis. The meas_ement parameters se-
lected for each circuit are based on engineering judgement
of the significance of these parameters to the areas of pos-
sible malfunction. Also, does the parameter yield suffi-
cient information for anallrsis; and to indicate t_e mode
or mechanism of such a failure.
T_e circuit diagrams shown for each device type reflect
t}_e measurement circuitry only. The selective switching
for the test unit is shown as Appendix 7. The parameters
listed in paragraphs 2.2, 2.3 and 2._ are c_aracter-
istic of the units under test. The2 describe the mode or
trends of operation of t?e unit, as detailed as the unit
w_]l pe_-mit. Therefore, these were the parameters selected
to e_l_mte the units.
,'le,,tr]_cal Measurement -, Fllp-__l Op_L,_21 i_lO:
!jesign Parameters:
Minimum clock pulse voltage - vCP MJn.
Ninim_m set and reset voltages - VS Min. and VR Min.
r_utpu_, Voltage - VQ @_ V_
2wJtci i_g Times - tr , fd" , ts , td , tf °
Fa_]_,_e _nalzsi,s Parameters :
T,,___ :_',,,,.,-,_:istance - RL
Electrical Measurement - '_OR" or '_AND" S_ 512:
Design Parameters :
Output Voltage - V@
2,wJtc}:Jng Times - tr f.f t s t d tf
!
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2.1.2.2
2.1.2.2.1
2.1.2.2.2
2.1.2.2.3
2.1.2.2.h
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.1.1
2.1.3.1.2
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.2.1
2.1.3.2.2
2.1.3.2.3
2.1.3.2.t_
Failure Analysis Parameters •(C ont).
Leakage Current - ICB 0
Load Resistance - R L
Current Gain - _'E
Input Resistance -
Electrical Measurement _ Exclt_sive OR" S/_ _l_-
Design Parameters :
Output Voltage - VC_ I/D_ VE.
Switching T_mes - tr, tf, ts,
Failure Analysis Parameters:
Leakage Current - ICB C
Load Resistance - R L
Current. Gain - _E
Input Resistance - R B
td, tf I.
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2.2
2.2.1
o_ qlO_ biffusedSpecifica tions - _"_
Silicon Bistable Network :
Design Electrical Parameters;
Test
Clock Pulse Voltage*
Set or Reset goltage_ (125°C)
(-.%°C)
Output OFF (+125°C) N -- 0
(+125°c) N ,, h
(-_°c) N - h
Output ON (+125°c)
(_5_°c)
S_b oI
VCp
Vq, Q-OFF
VQ, Q-OFF
7Q, Q-OFF
Vcc = _VMin. x.
0.35
Switching Times* Repetition RaD
Delay Time
Rise Time
Storage Time
Fa ii Time
Voltage to set F/F Time
2.2
1.15
1.6o
0.8
td
tr
ts
tf
tf I
1.7
0.22
o.ho
500
500
200
2.5
6o0
V3c = _V
Mi :i. Max.
o.ho
2.0
2.5
h.l
2.0
2.50
1.0
Unit
2.7 V
- V
- V
- V
- V
- V
o.3o v
o.50 v
Me
300 n see
500 n sec
200 n sec
2.5 u sec
600 n sec
2.2.2 Failure Analysis Electrical Parameters:
Test Symb ol
l,oad Resistance RL
leakage Current 7R
NO_ :
Condition
V= 6V
V=6V
Min. Max. Unit
Ohms
n a
All measurements at an ambient temperature of +25% unless otherwise
specified. -
_lock _ilse: Voltage _evel = Vcc/3
Pulse Width = 500 n sec.
Full Time = I00 n sec.
Repetition Rate = I00 Kc (except when noted)
I !
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2.3
2.3.1
i ii
Specifications _ SN 512, Diffused
Silicon "NOR" or "NAND" Logic Network;
Design Electrical Parameters :
Test
Input Turn-On (+125°C)
(-55°C)
Input Turn-Off (+125°C)
(-55°c)
Output G-On
Output G-Off
(+125°C)
(-55°c)
(+125°c) N = o
(+l_5°c) N - 5
(-55°c) N = 5
Switching Time*
Delay Time
Rise Time
Storage Time
Fall Time
Voltage to Set F_F Time
S_,_bol
VIN-ON
VIN-OFF
VG - ON
VG -OFF
td
tr
ts
tf
Vcc - 3V
MJn.
1.15
1.6o
m
2.5
1.15
1.6o
[Vcc = 6V
_x. Min.
- 2.0
- 2.5
0.22 -
o.4o -
0.22
o.4o
- 5.0
- 2.0
- 2.5
170 -
200
t3o -
1.6
550 -
Max.
O.50
o.50
0.30
0.50
130
15o
II0
1.4
55o
UnSt
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
u sec.
n sec.
n sec.
i] sec.
sec.
2.3.2 Failure Analysis Electrical Parameters:
[.......Test
leakage Current
Load Resistance
Current Gain
Input Resistance
Symbol
ICBO
R L
_E
Condition
V - 3Va 6V
v ,, 3v & 6v
v ,, 3v & 6v
v-3va6v
Min.
.Max. Unit
na
ohms
ohms
NOTE: All measurements shall be taken at Ta = +25°C unless otherwise specified.
*Clock Pulse: Voltage Level.Vcc/3
Pulse Width . 500 nsec.
Fall Time - i00 nsec.
Repetition Rate = I00 Kc
i
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Specifications: SN 515, Diffused
Silicon '_SI_J_A OR" Network:
Design Electrical Parameters
Test
Input Turn-On (+125°C)
(-55°c)
Input Turn-Off (+125°C)
(-55°c)
Output Off (+125°C) N = O
(+z25°c) N = 4
Output On (+t25°C)
(-55°C)
Exclusive Or Output
(+l_°c) N = o
(+125°c) N -- 5
Switching Times*
Delay Time
Rise Time
Storage Time
Fail Time
Voltage to Set F/F Time
2.2.2
Symbol
VTN-ON
VIN-OFF
VC ,E-OFF
VC,E - ON
VD - OFF
td
tr
ts
tf
tf'
Min. Max.
1.15 -
1.6o -
- 0.22
- 0.40
2.2
1.15 -
- 0.22
- o.4o
2.5
1.15 -
- 15o
- _75
- 120
- 1.4
- 400
Failure Analysis Electrical Parameters:
Test
Leakage Current
Load Resistance
Current Gain
Input Resistance
Symbol C onditi on
ICBO
RL
_E
RB
v= 3va 6v
v= 3v & 6v
v- 3v a 6v
v= 3v & 6v
NOTE:
Min.
-7--
5
1
0
5.0
2.0
m
I
Max. Unit
- V
_ V
0.30 v
o.5o v
- V
- V
o.3o v
o.5o v
- V
- V
80 n sec.
II0 n sec.
90 n sec.
1.2 u sec.
450 n sec.
Unit
-- [I a
ohms
All measurements shall be taken at Ta I +25°C unless otherwise
specified,
',,_lock Pulse: Voltage Level I Vcc/3
Pulse Width = 500 nsec
Fall Time = I00 nsec
Repetition Rate = IO0 Kc
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3.0 TEST DESCRIPTION
3. I Backer ound:
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
The objectives and purposes of this test are basic and
comprehendible. Formulating a measure of the effects of
anticipated usage environments on the performance and
intrinsic behavior of these single-substrate multi-element
devices is not as straightforward. The interactions and
combinations of the diffused elements c_racteristics tYmt
are involved in evaluating with performance and internal
parameter measurements was recognized in the original test
planning. Because of this, the original test plan was suf-
ficiently flexible to accord an opportunity to shift empha-
sis to optimize measurement procedures.
Test Des,ign :
Evaluation Program:
The evaluation program was established to investigate three
basic "anticipated usage " stress areas. These areas were :
thermal environments; life environments; and mec_mnical en-
vironments. Complete indtial and final performance and
parameter measurements were made and a histogram presen-
tation of this information was programmed.
Thermal Environments :
The initial investigation was concentrated in the effects
of thermally related environments. A 2 x 3 factorial ex-
periment was designed using a test specimen size of 12 of
each type (total sample size = 36). Investigated were the
effect of thermal sterilization, thermal cycling _ humidity,
and the combined effects of the previous environments. 2n
factorial a_alysis was used to obtain an insight into the
effects of thM experi_nt.
Life Environments :
All specimens were subjected to operating life tests at
high temperature and high vacuum. The principle objective
of the design af this test was to obtain maximum operation
periods at maximum output loads. Performance and parameter
variations were monitored during the tests. Statistical
armly_ was Im_f_'med and interpreted to JPL Specification
ZPP-2040 GEN A.
i i i
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3.2.1.3
3.2.2
Mechanical Environments :
On the conclusion of the life environments, a specimen
size of 4 of each t_qoe (total sample size = 12) were sub-
jected to shock and vibration tests. No statistical
analysis was planned for this test since the p,_rpose of
the test was primarily to examine for catastrophic fail-
tlres.
Test Specimen Gr£ups :
The test specimens were divided into 9 test groups as
shown below in Chart I. This grouping was used throughout
the test program with the exceptions as noted in the re-
sults section of this report.
TTpe SNSiO
Gol GO2 GoB Go4 GOT GD6 Oo7 Go8 GD9 LG_IN
Unit 9 II 13 15. I 3 5' 7 16 18
Unit i0 12 14 17 2 4 6 8 19 20
Unit
Unit
Type SN512
Ool GD2 OD3 oo4 Op5 Gp6 _p7 Gp8 Op9 Gnln
£ 11 13 L5 1 3 5 7 17 18
I0 I_ lh 16 2 4 6 8 19 20
Unit
Unit
T_e SN515
GD1 Op2 Gp3 Op4 OF5 GF6 Op7 Gp8
9 11 13 16 1 3 5 7
lO 12 14 18 2 4 6 8
Op9 GO]._
15 17
19 20
CHART I. Test Specimen Groups
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3.2.3 Test Sequence :
The environmental and life test program was desigred to
subject the test groups of paragraph 3.2.2. to conditions
as given below. A test flow chart is shown in (',hart 2 to
clearly delineate the test program.
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.3.4
3.2.3.5
Groups 1 and 2:
High Temperature Operating Life
High Vacuum Operating Life
Orou_s 3 and 4:
Temperature Cycling
Humidity
High Temperature Operating Life
High Vacuum Operating Life
Groups 5 and 6:
Thermal Sterilization
High Temperature Operating Life
High Vacuum Operating Life
Groups 7 and 8:
Thermal Sterilization
Temperature Cycling
Humidity
High Temperature Operating Life
High Vacuum Operating Life
Group ? :
High Temperature Operating Life
High Vacuum Operating Life
Shock
Vibration
3.2. h Test Special Apparatus
Each of the small (0.125" by 0.250" by 0.035") test spe-
cimens were individually mounted on the leads by Cannon
_[icro-D-Series 15 pin _!ug. The specimen leads _lere
welded to the plug leads which orovided mechanical support
and heat conduction for the units during all but the
_nechanical environments. All measurements on the test
specimens were completed b_{ wa_[ of a matin_ Micro-D-Series
connector. To simplify the multiple measurements neces-
sary during this test, a centra!lized t_st set _<as const_cted
i
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IINITIAL MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
GPI GP2 GP3 GP4 GP5 GP6 GP7 GP8 GP9
STERILIZATION
GP5 GP6 GP7
ELECTRICAL
GP8
TEMP. CYCLE
GP3 GP4
ELECT. AT 3RD
AND 5TH CYCLES
HUMIDITY
GP3 GP4
ELECTR I CAL
TEMP. CYCLE
GP7 GP8
I
ELECT. AT 3RD
AND 5TH CYCLES
HUMIDITY
GP7 GP8
ELECTRICA L
HIGH TEMPERATURE OPERATING LIFE - 2000 HOURS
ALL DEVICES
I
ELECTRICAL AT 50 HOURS, I00 HOURS, 500 HOURS, I000 HOURS AND 2000 HOURS
HIGH VACUUM OPERATING LIFE - 500 HOURS
ALL DEVICES
I I
ELECTRICAL AT 250 HOURS AND 500 HOURS
FINAL ELECTRICAL
ALL DEVICES
I
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TEST FLOW CHART
J EL!CT
I TION
I GP9
IEL C,
7-0045
to perform most of the measurements. This test set is des-
cribed in Appendix !.
Measurement Procedures :
Electrical Parameter Test Method SNblO-FIi_/FIo_ Counter
Network:
Design Parameters :
Switching Time Measurement :
3.3.1.1.1.1 The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure I.
3.3.1.1.1.2 The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.1.1.1.3
3.3.1.I.I.h
The input clock pulse was set at the values indicated in
Section 2.2 as shown in Figure 2.
The output pulse was read at Q and Q.
3.3.1.1.1.5 The method for measuring the switching times is indicated
in Figure 2.
3.3.1.1.2 Output Voltage :
3.3.1.1.2.1 The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure 3.
3.3.1.1.2.2 The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.1.1.2.3 To measure the "OFF" or high voltage at output Q, the
switch was momentarily shorted at output Q. Q will read
low or the "ON" state. Record VQ and VQ in the Q output
high sta re.
3.3.1.1.2.4 To measure the "OFF", _ high voltage at output _, the
switch was momentarily etorted at output Q. Q will read
low or the "ON" state. Record VQ and V_ in the _ output
high state.
3.3.1.1.2.5 The output voltage at Q and Q was also measured with a fan-
out load of four. The load is indicated in Figure 8. The
test method is the same as indicated in paragraphs 3.3.1.1.2.3
and 3.3.1.1.2.4 above.
3.3.1.1.3
3.3.1.1.3.1
3.3.1.1.3.2
i
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Minimum Clock In_u_ Voltage :
The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure 4.
The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
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_.3.!.I. :
3.3._.I.].h
?. _.!.!.h
_.].]_•1.h.l
• _ '-e ,"
].3.].] •h._
_.?.!.].!,.!,
?.3.].I I, _"
/
3. l_.l.P
3.3.1.9.]
_._.].9.!.I
_.I._•].9
3._..!.?.!.3
].].]._.!.h
The clocP input pulse _,ms c_librate<] to the values in-
licate_ in psragraDh 9.?.
The inmut c7oc_: pulse was incresseJ from zero voltage to a
value which in!icmte_ the output pulse st {) or _ was stable.
(The _/!se on the oscilloscope was ste_,_y). _Tinimum inpub
clock pulse voltage w_s recorie] _dth the output s%_b]e.
' inim%_ Set sn,i Reset Vo!tmge:
The te_+, circuit was connecte] _s im_i(_,e-_ _ in migure m.w
The test conditions are _n]icehe,9 in the tes% proceJure
section of this report•
The _nput clock pulse con]itions were set _s in!torte _,in
"P_r_grsph 2.3 _s shotm i_ _gure P.
The minimu_ _ reset voltage (Vp) was measure9 by _e-_'_,_ng
V_ _t O.2_< volts an4 increasing VR from zero until the
output voltage a% :3 _,_s in bhe "O::" or ]o;.,; voltage state.
_he reset voltage (VR) _,ms rotor leg.
< L,igureinterchonge re3is%ors - }?! _n:_ R 2 '_" _,).
The minimum set voltage (Vs) _ss me_sure_ by setting VR =_,
0.25 volts _nd increasing V S from zero until the..ou_pu_t
voltage _t ? wss in the "0_2' or low vo!t_ge state, ri_e set
vol5sge (Vs) wss recor!e_.
F_ilure _n_]ysis Parameters:
]:os] Pesist_nce PL:
' _" 4-r_= tes,_ circuit w_s co_ecte! as in:meade] i_ Figure _
• 74 4- _The test con-]itions sre _.n,_c_ in the test procedure
section of this report.
&n _r-'e";er wss connecte! to " output an,i the current in-
Hc_te4 on ,_.e meter w_s recorded The loa_ resistance
kTI. ; _n:ic_te_ on the ,neter, i.e. VCC/II< = :_,_._
The sm',_eter was then connecte_ to _' output _nl bLe current
_nlicate,_ w_s recor,_ed. The lo_ resist_nce (R_I_ ) is the
t_.e current, ,IL,__ inEcete_s_mp.]::; vo__t_ge (Vcc) !ivi !e,-i b_ ' _ _ .... 0[1
,;-_e :Te_e_,. JCS' LIO = Lt"
L II I I I
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3.3.1.2.2 Diode Leakage Current I_:
3.3.1.2.2.1 Ti_e test circuit was conrected as indicated _n Figure 7.
3.3.1.2.2.2 The test conditions are indicated in t!_ test procedure
sectSon of this report.
3.3.1.2.2.3 Test voltage VRR was applied to reset _nput. An ammeter
was connected to Q and dSode leakage IRI (reset input)
was measured.
3.3.1.2.2.4 Test voltage VRR was applied to set 5nput. An ammeter
was connected to Q and diode leakage IR2 (set _nput) was
measured.
3,.3,2 Electrical Parameter Test Method SN 512-"NOR" or"NAT_"Gate
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.1.1
3,3,2,1,1,1
3.3,2,1,1,2
Network:
Design Parameters :
SwStching Time Measurements :
The test circuit was connected as indicated iD Figure 9.
The test conditions are indicated 5n the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.2.1.1.3 The clock pulse was set at the values indicated in Paragraph
2.3 as shown in Figure 2.
3.3.2.1.1.4 The output "G" was loaded with the circuit indicated in
Figure 16.
3.3.2.1.1.5 Each input "A" through '_"was sequentially tested with all
other inputs held at ground. All output readings are made
at '_".
3.3.2.1.2 Output Voltage:
3.3.2.1.2.1 The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure ii.
3.3.2.1.2.2 The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.2.1.2.3 The input voltage VBB was set to the minimum value specS-
lied for "Input Turn-On" _n Section 2.3 (Note the "Input
• • O CTurn-On s_ecmfled at 125 was used for measurements at
25°C also). The input voltage (VB) and the output voltage
(VG) were recorded.
|
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3.3.2.1.2.4 All inputs "A" t'_!roug`r:'_" were sequentially tested in the
above manner wit'r,,all other inputs grounded.
3.3.2.1.2.5 An equivalent load (N=5) as shown in Figure 16 was con-
nected to the output '_" and the tests above in paragraphs
3.3.2.1.2.3 and 3.3.2.1.2.4 were repeated.
3.3.2.2 Failure Analysis Parameters:
3.3.2.2.1 Collector-Base Leakage Current ICB 0
3.3.2.2.1.1 The test circuit was connected as indicated inFigure 12.
3.3.2.2.1.2 The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.2.2.1.3 The reverse current was measured and recorded at each in-
put with other inputs left open.
3.3.2.2.2 Load Resistance RL:
3.3.2.2.2.1 The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure 13.
3.3.2.2.2.2 The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.2.2.2.3 The current at output G was measured and recorded.
3.3.2.2.2.4 The load resistance (RL) was determined by dividing the
supply voltage (Vcc) by the current at the output terminal
G (YG), i.e. RL = VCC/I G.
3.3.2.2.3 Input Resistance RB:
3.3.2.2.3.1 The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure I_.
3.3.2.2.3.2 The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.2.2.3.3 The input voltage (VBB) was set at the value specified in
the test procedure section and the input current was mea-
sured and recorded.
3.3.2.2.3.4 All inputs "A" through '_" were sequentially measured in
the above manner.
3.3.2.2.3.5 Each input resistance was determined by dividing the input
voltage (VBB) by the input current. (IB) i.e. , RB . VBB/I B.
i
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3.3.2.2.4 Current Gain hFE:
3.3.2.2.4.1 The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure 15.
3.3.2.2.4.2 The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.2.2.4.3 The supply voltage (VGG) was set as specified in the test
section of this report with a load resistor (RG) of 5 K.
The base supply voltage (VBB) was increased until 5rle col-
lector base voltage (VG) read 1 volt. Base current (IB)
was read and recorded at this point.
3.3.2.2.4.4 Inputs "A" through '_" were sequentially tested per the
above procedure with all other inputs grounded.
3.3.2.2.4.5
3.3.3
The DC current gain (byE) was determined by dividing the
emitter current (IE)by the input current (Ih) for each
input i.e., hFE = IE/IB.
Electrical Parameter Test Method SN 515 -,,Exclusive OR"NET/_ORK:
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.1.1
3.3.3.1.1.1
3.3.3.1.1.2
3.3.3.1.1.3
Design Parameters :
Switching Time Measurements:
The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure 17.
The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
The input clock pulse was set at the values indicated in
Pira. 2.4, as shown in Figure 18.
3.3.3.1.1.4 The output connections were loaded as indicated below:
Output Load
C, E N=4 (See Figure 23)
D N-5 (See Figure 23 )
i
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3.3.3.1.I.5 Meas1_ements were performed at inputs and outputs sequen-
tially in the order shown below:
: Output :
A C
B C
A D
B D
A E
B E
A D
B D
3.3.3.1.2
3.3.3.1.2.1
3.3.3.1.2.2
3.3.3.1.2.3
3.3.3.1.2.4
3.3.3.1.2.5
Output Voltage :
The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure 19.
The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
The input supply voltage (VBB) to the input under test w_s
set at the minimum "Input Turn-On" as specified in paragraph
2.4 and the voltage reading at the auxiliary output was re-
corded. (N_e: minimum "Input Turn-On" specified at 125°C
was used for the 250C measurements also)
The input supply voltage (VBB) to the input under test was
then set at the maximum "Output On" as specified in paragraph
2.4 and the voltage reading at the 'Exclusive OR" (D) out-
put was recorded (N_te: maximum "Output On" specified at
125°C was used for the 25°C measurement also).
The above measurements ( Para. 3.3.3.1.2.3 and 3.3.3.1.2.4)
were sequentially done in the order below:
: Output :
A C
B C
B D
A E
B E
B D
3.3.3.1.2.6 The measurements above (Para. 3.3.3.1.2.5) were then re-
peated with a simulated auxiliary load of N = 4 and an "Ex-
clusive VOR" load of N = 5 as shown in Figure 23.
i
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3.3.3.2 Fail1_e Analysis Parameters:
3.3.3.2,1 Collector-Base Re'_erse Leakage Current ICBO:
The original test, circ_it planned for this meas_;rement
proved unfeasible in usage. Use of the circuit resulted
in the reverse breakdown of base emitter diode of tae
transistor under test and so the leakage readings were
invalidated. No measurements were made of this parameter
t_.eref ore.
3.3.3.2.2 Load Resistance RL:
3.3.3.2.2.1 Tb2 test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure 20.
3.3.3.2.2.2 The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.3.2.2.3 The current at each outpt_t terminal (!O) was measured and
recorded.
3.3.3.2.2.4 The load resistance (RL) was determined by dividing the
supply voltage (Vcc) by the current (IG) at the output
terminals, i.e., R L = VCC/I G.
3.3.3.2.3 Input Resistance RB:
3.3.3.2.3.1 The-test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure 21.
3.3.3.2.3.2 The test conditions are indicated in t_ test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.3.2.3.3 The input voltage (VBB) was set at the value specified in
Par_. 2.4 and the input current was measured and recorded.
3.3.3.2.3.4 The test was sequenced in the above manner to obtain mea-
surements of all input resistances.
3.3.3.2.3.5
3.3.3.2.4
Each input resistance was determined by dividing the input
voltage (VBB) by the input current (IB) , i.e., R B --VBB/T B.
Current Gain hFE:
3.3.3.2.4.1 The test circuit was connected as indicated in Figure 22.
3.3.3.2.4.2 The test conditions are indicated in the test procedure
section of this report.
3.3.3.2.4.3 The Suppl_ _ Voltage (Vc_) was set at 6 volts with a load
resistor (RG) of 5 K. The base supply voltage (VBB) was
increased until the collector-emitter voltage (VG) was
I volt. Input Current (IB) was read and recorded at this
point.
i i
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r_/., ,
3.3.3.2.4.4
3.3.3.2.4.5
3.4
The above measurement was performed sequentially at each
input.
The DC current gain, (_E), was determined by dividing the
emitter current (IE) by the input current (IB) for each
input, i.e., hFE = IE/I B.
Test Procedures :
3.4.1 Initial Electrical Measurements :
All specimens were subjected to initial visual and mechan-
ical inspection to assure adherence to the manufacturer's
physical description and integrity of the test specimen as
mounted on the test connects. Units were then numbered
in sequence 1 through 20 for each of the specimen types.
All units were then measured for the parameters and condi-
tions indicated in the follawing paragraphs:
3.4.1.i Unit TYpe SN 510:
3.4.1.1.1
3.4.1.1.2
3.4.1.1.3
3.4.1.1.4
Switching Times measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.1.1.1 at:
and
VCC = 3 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C.
Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.1.1.2 at;
and
Vcc " 3 volts: Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125ac
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C
Minimum Clock Input Voltage measured per the procedure
given in paragraph 3.3.1.1.3 at:
and
VCC = 3 volts; Temperature = 25°C
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
Minimum Set and Reset Voltage measured per the procedure
given in paragraph 3.3.1.1.4 at:
and
VCC = 3 volts; Temperature = 25°C
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
!
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3.4.1.1. 
3.4.1.1.6
3.4.1.2.2
3.4.1.2.3
3.4.1.2.4
3.4.1.2.5
Load Resistarce measured per tke proced'_e given in para-
graph 3.3.1.2.1 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
Diode Leakage Current measured per t_he procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.1.2.2 at:
VRR = 6 volts, Temperature = 25°C
Unit Type SN 512:
Switching Times measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.1.1 at :
and
VCC -- 3 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C.
Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.1.2 at:
and
VCC = 3 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C
Input Resistance measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.2.3 at :
and
VBB = 3 volts; Temperature = 25°C
VBB = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
Load Resistance measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.2.2 at:
ard
VCC = 3 volts; Temperature -- 25°C
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
Collector-Base Leakage Ct_reut measured per the procedure
given in paragraph 3.3.2.2.1 at:
and
VCC = 3 volts; Temperature = 25°C
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
i !
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3.4.1._.6
3.4.1.3.2
3.4.1.3.3
3.4.1.3.4
3.4.2.0
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.1.1
C_rent Gain measured per t_ proced,Are given in para-
graph 3.3.2.2.4 at:
and
VGG = 3 volts; Temperature = 25°C
VGG -- 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C and 25°C
Unit Ty_e SN 515:
Switching Times measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.1.1 at:
and
VCC --3 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C
Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.1.2 at:
and
VCC = 3 volts_ Temperature _ -55°C, 25°C and 125°C
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C, 25°C and 125°C
Load Resistance measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.2.2 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
Current Qain measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.2.4 at:
/
VGG = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C and 25°C
Environmental Test Procedures :
Thermal Sterilization Test :
,b, , ,
The specified test groups were subjected to three cycles
of thermal sterilization. A thermal sterilization cycle
consisted of 8 hours of storage at a temperature of 25°C
and 42 hours storage at a temperature of 145°C with a
transition time of 2 hours between extremes. The thermal
sterilization cycle is depicted in Figure 24.
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FIGURE 24. THERMAL STERILIZATION CYCLES
3.4.2.1.2 The test units were stabilized at a temperature of 25%
for a period of 8 hours before the follow_ng electrical
measurements were made.
3.h.2.1.2.1 unit Ty_e SN 510:
3.4.2.1.2.1.1 Switching Times measured per the procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.1. i.! at :
VCC = 3 volts: Temperature - 25%
3.h.2.1.2.1.2 Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.1.1.2 at:
VCC = 3 volts; Temperature = -55%, 25% and 125%
and
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55%, 25% and 125%
3.h.2.1.2.1.3 Minimum Clock Input Voltage measured per the procedure
given in paragraph 3.3.1.1.3 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25%
3.h.2.1.2.l.h Diode Leakage Current measured per the procedure given
in paragraph 3.3.1.2.2 at :
VRR = 6 volts; Temperature = 25%
3.h.2.1.2.2 Unit T_loe SN 512:
3.h.2.1.2.2.1 Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.1.2 at:
, VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25%
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3.4.2.1.2.2.2 Collector - Base Leakage Current measured per the proce-
dure given in paragraph 3.3.2.2.1 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.1.2.3 Unit Type SN 515:
Output Voltage measL_ed per t_ procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.1.2 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.2 Temperature Cycling Test :
3.4.2.2.1 The specified test groups were subjected to 5 cycles of
thermal extremes. The thermal cycle consisted of: 25°C
for 5 minutes minimum; +125°C for 2 bouts minimum; 25°C
for 5 minutes minimum; -5_°C for 2 hours minimum and re-
turn to 25°C for 5 minutes minimum. Transition time be-
tween specified temperatures was !_eld to a minimum. Mea-
surements as specified below in paragraph 3.4.2.2.2 were
made at the t_lird cycle and the fifth cycle temperature
extremes. The thermal cycle is depicted in Figure 25.
-..-m _l--- 2 HRS
*I25°C I 1
-I" 25°C --
i I i
vv v
-I
_- I CYCLE'--'-
ELECT. ELECT.
TEST TEST
-- 2 HRS
ELECT. ELECT.
TEST TEST
ELECT.
TESTS
FIGURE 25. THERMAL CYCLES
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3.4.2.2.2 The electrical measurements given below were made durir_
the third cycle and the fifth cycle of the temperature
cycling test.
3.4.2.2.2.1 Unit Type SN510:
3.4.2.2.2.1.1 Output Voltage measured per the procedures given in
paragraph 3.3.1.1.2 at :
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C and 125°C
3.4.2.2.2.1.2 Minimum Clock Tnput Voltage measured per t_e procedure
given in paragraph 3.3.1.1.3 at :
VCC = 6 volts; imemperature = -55°C and l?5°C
3.4.2.2.2.1.3 Load Resistance measured per the procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.1.2.1 at :
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C
3.4.2.2.2.1.4 Diode Leakage Current measured per the procedure given
in paragraph 3.3.1.2.2 at :
VRR = 6 volts; Temperature = 125°C
3.4.2.2.2.2 Unit Ty]oe SN 5!2:
3.4.2.2.2.2.1 Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.1.2 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C and 125°C
3.4.2.2.2.2.2 Collector - Base Leakage current measured per the pro-
cedure given in paragraph 3.3.2.2.1 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 125°C
3.4.2.2.2.2.3 Input Resistance measured per the procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.2.2.3 .at :
VBB = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C
3.4.2.2.2.3 Unit Ty_e SN 515:
Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.1.2 at
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = -55°C and 125°C
ii i
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3.4.2.2.3 At tile completion of the 5 cycles of thermal cycling, the
test units were stabilized at a temperature of 25°C for
a period of 8 hours before the following measurements were
made.
3.4.2.2.3.1 Unit Type SN 510:
3.4.2.2.3.1.1 Switching Time measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.1.1.1 at:
3.4.2.2.3.1.2
VCC -- 3 volts; Temperature = 25°C
Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.1.1.2 at:
VCC -- 6 volts; Temperature --25°C
3.4.2.2.3.1.3 Minimum Clock Input Voltage measured per the procedure
given in paragraph 3.3.1.1.3 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.2.3.2 Unit Ty_e SN 512:
3.4.2.2.3.2.1 Switching Time measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.1.i at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.2.3.2.2 .Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.1.2 at:
3.4.2.2.3.2.3
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
Input Resistance measured per the procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.2.2.3 at :
VBB = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.2.3.3. Unit Type SN 515:
3.4.2.2.3.3.1 Switching Time measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.1.1 at:
3.4.2.2.3.3.2
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°0
Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.1.2 at:
VCC - 6 volts; Temperature = 25°0
!
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Humidity Test :
The specified test groups were subjected to humidity cyclir_
test per MIL-E-5272C (ASG), procedure I. This test con-
sisted of 10 thermal cycles of storage at a relative humiditT<
of 95%. A thermal cycle started at 2_°C. The temperature
was gradually raised to 71°C over a 2 hour transition period.
The temperature of 71°C was held constant for a period of
6 hours. The temperature was then gradually reduced to 2%°C
again over a period of 16 hours. The thermal-humidity cyclic
test is depicted in Figure 26.
-t- 71oC
+ 25 ° C
/
2
HRS
6 HRS
i 8 HRS
i",,,--- 16 HRS ----_
"-"_ FI NAL
CYCLE
I CYCLE
95% R.H.
ELECT.
TESTS
/
FIGURE 26. THERMAL HUMIDITY CYCLES
3.4.2.3.2 The test units were stabilized at a temperature of 25°C
for a period of 8 hours before the following electrical
measurements were made.
3.4.2.3.2.1 Unit Ty_e SN 510:
3.4.2.3.2.1.1 Switcbing Time measured per the procedure giverJ in para-
graph 3.3.1.I.I at :
VCC = 3 volts; Temperature = 25°C
i
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3.4.2.3.2.1.2 Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.1.1.2 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.3.2.1.3 Minimum Clock Input Voltage measured per the procedure
given in paragraph 3.3.1.1.3 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature -- 25°C
3.4.2.3.2.1.4 Collector-Base Leakage Current measured per the procedure
given in paragraph 3.3.1.2.2 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.3.2.2 Unit Type SN 512:
3.4.2.3.2.2.1 Switching Times measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.1.1 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.3.2.2.2 Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.1.2 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature -- 25°C
3.4.2.3.2.2.3 Collector-Base Leakage current measured per the pro-
cedure given in paragraph 3.3.2.2.1 at :
i VCC -- 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.3.2.3 Unit Type SN. 515:
3,4.2.3.2.3.i Switching Times measured per the procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.3.1.I at :
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.2.3.2.3.2 Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.1.2 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature - 25°C
3.4.3.0 Life Test Procedures:
3.4.3.1 High Temperature Operating Life Test Procedures:
3.4.3.1.1 All test specimens were subjected to a 2COO-hour high
temperature operating llfe test. The units were logically
interconnected as shown in figures 27-30. The test circuit
i
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i COUNT 8,
COMPARE
ID
COUNT a
COMPARE
2D
COUNT &
COM PARE
3D
COUNT 8, I
COMPARE
4D
COUNT &
COMPARE
5D
COUNT a
COMPARE i
6D
COUNT &
COM PARE
7D
COUNT &
COMPARE
8D
COUNT &
COMPARE
9D
COUNT &
COMPARE
IOD
ID
2D
3D
SUMMING CIRCUIT "A"
4D
5D
6D
IOD
3D
3D
4D
5D
2D
6D
7D
8D
6D
8D
9D
9D
IOD I
l
ID
9D
SUMMING CIRCUIT "B"
9F
3F
IFi
7F
IOF
8F
2F
3F
6F
4F
8F
2F
5F
5F
6F
7F
4F
5F
BF
IOF
7F
FIGURE 27. OPERATING LIFE TEST CIRCUIT BLOCK DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 28. OPERATING LIFE TEST CIRCUIT
COUNT AND COMPARE MODULE
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7DO --.------- I 6
7Db _ 2 7
VCC ------- 3 8
8DO _ 4 9
8Db -------- 5 IO
90o 4DO_
GND 4Ob
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3 8
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2DO
GND
8F
2Db
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2Do _ I 6
2D -'------ 2 7
VCC _ 3 8
3DO _ 4 9
3Db -----'- 5 IO
4DO 7DO
GND 7D
4F VCC
8Do
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I 6
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3 8
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9F
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6DO
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I
I
; 4 9
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FIGURE 29. LIFE TEST CIRCUIT SUMMING CIRCUIT "A"
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FIGURE 30. LIFE TEST CIRCUIT SUMMING CIRCUIT "B"
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was designed to obtain maximum loadi_ on the test units.
Equivalent "dum_r" loads such as shown in figures 8, 16,
and 23 were used to fully load every test unit. The logic
design also allowed removal of catastrophic failures with-
out functionally disrupting the remaining circuitry. The
load and logic interconnections and the test platform were
integrated into a single test fixture to minimize lead
capacitance problems.
The high temperature operating life test was made at an
ambient test temperature of IOO°C. The test units were
operat@d at VCC " 6 volts and a clock input frequency of
i00 KC at a clock voltage of 2 volts peak to peak.
3.4.3.1.2 The logic operation was monitored periodically t_oughout
the life test to ensure functional operation and to ob-
serve for failures. This was accomplished manually with
an oscilloscope probe at output points.
T_m following measurements were made at 50, IOO, 5OO,
lOGO and 2000 hours check points. Test units were al-
lowed to stabilize a$,a temperature of 25°C for a period
of at least 8 hours before measurements were performed.
3.4.3.1.2.1 Unit Type SN 510:
3.h.3.1.2.1.I Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.1.1.2 at:
VCC - 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.3.1.2.1.2 Minimum Clock Input Voltage measured per the procedure
given in paragraph 3.3.1.1.3 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.3.1.2.2 Unit Type SN 512:
3.4.3.1.2.2.1 Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.2.1.2 at:
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.3.1.2.2.2 Current Gain measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.2.4 at:
VGG = 6 volts; Temperature = 2%°C
i
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3.4.3.1.2.3 Unit ir_oe SN 515:
3.4.3.1.2.3.1 Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.3.1.2 at:
3.4.3.1.2.2.2
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
Current Gain measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.2.2.4 at :
VGG = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
3.4.3.1.2.3 Unit Ty_e SN 515:
3.4.3.1.2.3.1 Output Voltage measured per the procedure given in
paragraph 3.3.3.1.2 at :
3.4.3.1.2.3.2
VCC = 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
Current Gain measured per the procedure given in para-
graph 3.3.3.2.4 at:
3.4.3.2.2
3.4.4
VGG -- 6 volts; Temperature = 25°C
High Vacuum Operating Life Test Procedures:
All test units were subjected to a 500 hour high vacuum
operating life test. The test units were operated in the
same configuration and input supplies as used in the pre-
ceeding test (paragraph 3.4.3.1.1). The vacuum was main-
taiued at a maximum of 10-4 mm Hg.
Measurements per paragraph 3.4.3.1.2 were performed on all
test, units at 250 and 500 hours test points.
Mechanical Test Procedures:
3.4.4.1 Shock Test Procedures:
3.4.4.1.1 The specified groups of test units were subjected to 5
impacts of shock of an amplitude of 300 G's and a duration
of 3 m sec in each of the 3 mutually perpendicular planes
(X, Y, Z). The test units were inibially encapsulated in
Shell Epon 828 epoxy in a form that could be rigidly se-
cured in the shock fixture.
3.4.4.1.2 All final electrical measl/rements as specified in para-
graph 3.4.5 were initially performed on the mechanical
test specimen as a precautionary measure. Measurements
per paragraph 3.4.3.1.2 were performed at the conclusion
of the encapsulating operation and following the shock tests.
|
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3.4.4.1.2
3.4.5
3.5
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
Vibration Test Procedures :
The shock test units were subjected to a sweep _ribration
test of 35 O's peak acceleration. T_ frequency sweep was
from 30 cps to 3000 cps and back to 30 cps at a logarithmic
rate. A sweep cycle duration was 5 minutes with 3 cycles
made in each of the 3 mutually perpendicular planes (X,Y,Z).
Measurements per paragraph 3.4.3.1.2 were made at the con-
clusiou of the test.
Fioal Electrical Measurements :
At the cooclusion of the Life Test all test units were
measured per the procedure given for the Initial Electri-
cal Measurements in paragraph 3.4.1.
Data Recording Procedures:
All measurement and observation data were manlmlly re-
corded in permanent form on reproducible data sheets. Data
records include conditions of test, t_qoe of test, identity
of specimens tested, equipment used and a description of
unusual occurances noted. Data was screened by the cog-
nizaut test engineer for failures and data trend assess-
ments. In the event unusual or suspect data was found,
measurements were repeated.
Failure Criteria and Analysis Procedures:
Failure Definitions :
Catastrophic Failure :
A catastrophic failure was defined as a degradation of a
logic or transfer function to such an extent that the
specimen is unable to fully drive a like stage. Included
in this definition would be open and short circuits of a
specimen element.
Degradation .Failure :
A degradation failure was defined as a change in a Design
Parameter of greater than or equal to -+20% of tke initial
measured value.
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3°6°? Failure Analysis Proced1_res:
When a catastrophic failure as defined in paragraph 3.6.1.1
was observed, the cognizant JPL Representative was notified
informally of the occurance. Preliminary analysis was con-
ducted at tlmt time to determine the area and mode of fail-
ure and the possible causes. In the event the specimen
had partial normal functional capability, it was returned
to test. If the specimen was wholly disabled, and in any
event at the conclusion of the test program, the failure
analysis was continued with autopsy of t_ unit to deter-
mine the exact area of failure and probable causes. The
findings of these analysis efforts are contained in t_
Results Section of this report.
i |
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4.1.1
_.1.1.1
TEST RESD RTS :
Catastrophic Failures :
Mecoanical Failures :
Test, Specimen Lead Breakage:
A severe handling problem was encountered during t_e test
program resulting in considerable test specimen lead break-
age. This problem was inherent in t_Je exposed mount_r_ tec_-
nique used for the test specimens. The problem may also be
attributed to the multiplicity of test specimen handling for
measurement and test set-up, lead breakage occurred in the
two hi-stress bend areas as sh_n in Figure 31. Remedial
controlled-temperature solderir_ was sometimes successful
if the break occurred in t_e bend '_" area. T!_s techni-
que was used on some of the test specimens duri_ the test
program to prolong their usefulness.
]
BEND A
TEST !_N
FREEZE _ SPECIMEN D B WELD
: |__
FIGURE 31. TEST SPECIMEN MOUNTING
i
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Listed below are test specimens t_rmt experienced lead break-
age during tile test program.
T)_oe SN510; Unit #5:
lead #I (reset input) broken duriY_ measurements at
the 1037 hour test point of the high temperature op-
erating life test. This broken con_ction disabled
the element operation and necessitated removal from
the test.
T}F£e SN510; Unit #6 :
Lead #I (reset input) broken after measurements at
ti_e 1037 hour point of t_,e high temperature operating
life test. This broken connection disabled the ele-
ment operation and t_2 test specimen was removed from
test.
Type SN 515; Unit #I:
lead #5 (B input) broken before initial measurements
started. The test specimen remained in the test pro-
gram. This lead then was temporarily repaired at the
537 hour test point during high temperature operating
life test and remained operational until the 250 hour
test point during high vacuum operating life test. &t
this time, leads #I (A input); #2 (B input),- #4 (A In-
put) and #6 (C output) were broken. The damage was
not repairable and the test specimen was withdrawn from
the test program.
Type SN 515; Unit #8:
lead #I (A input) broken before the start of the high
temperature operating life test. T_e test specimen
remained in the test program operating with reduced
functional capability.
Type SN 5159 Unit #15:
lead #4 (A input)was broken d_ing initial measure-
ments. The test specimen remained in the test program
operating with reduced functional capabil_tv.
Test Specimen Mounting Faih_es:
An error in the mounting process resulted in the failure of
two of the test specimens. (type SN 510; Unit #16 and Unit
#18). They were mounted on the connector in a reversed-
transposed manner which preserved the connector pin arrangement
i
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but resulted in shorting t_e leads #6 tbro_gh _IO to t_,e
metal wafer cover. This shorting of the elements functions
caused catastrophic damage to t!.e test specimens.
Connector Contact Failures :
Considerable difficulty was encountered during the test
program with connector contacts. T!_e test specimerJs were
mounted on prototype samples of ti_e Cannon Micro "]_" line.
The manor inserttons and withdrawals to w_Jicb the coonectors
were subjected resulted in instances of random contact fail-
ure and of two specific cases of coutinous failure. Examina-
tion of the open connector contact problems indicated the
spiral-wound multi-wire element '_icropi_" would take on a
semi-permanent "set" with a contacting surface diameter less
than t!mt of the mating '_4icrosocket". _;hen this occurred
an open circuit would result. Random contact failures,
when noticed by the technician, would be repeated. In a
few instances d_riug the test program, the open contact
was not observed or could not be remedied at the time and
the recorded data was in error. Yn two _nstances, during
the test program, the connector failures were permanent.
These units are noted below. All other contact failures
observed were completely random in nature, occurring on a
one time basis only.
Type SN 512; Unit #3:
Pin lead #4 ('_3" input) failed during initial measuremehts by
exhibiting an open circuit. The test specimen remained in
the test program. During final measurements, Pin lead #10
('_" input) failed in the same manner.
Type SN 512; Unit #17:
Pin lead #5 ('_" input) failed by opening during initial
measurements. Other pin lead contacts also opened and the
unit was removed from further testing.
Confirmed Catastrophic Failures:
There was one incidence of a positive catastrophic failure
of a test specimen during the test program. Test specimen
type SN 510, Unit #19 failed after the thermal sterilization
test. Failure was indicated by an open circuit at lead #6
(Q output) and all element parameters deviating signifi-
cantly. The test specimen was removed from the test pro-
gram and an internal autopsy was performed.
i i
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T_e aubopsy sl_owedt_e entire silicon wafer !qad broi.en
loose from the glass mountiYlg case and was suspended in
the package by the gold interconnec+,jng leads. Further-
more the gold wire bond from lead #6 (Q output) bad
come loose at the aluminized silicon surface.
The cause of t!_e failure was abbributed to poor manufact-
uring control in two areas. First in the process of fusing
the silicon wafer to the glass case substrate and secondly,
in the thermal compression bon_ of the gold interconnecting
wire to the aluminized silicon surface.
Parametric Failu_es :
Test Specimen Orou_ T}._peSN _IO:
During the high temperature operating life test at the 537
hour measurement point, meas_rements of output voltage at
Ve_ = 6 volts; T -- 2r c: indicated that lh test specimensj_j
}_ad a marked increase (20-2_%) in one or more of t?!e "Off"
or migh voltage parameters. These increases were noted
only at this measurement point as the parameters in ques-
tion returned to approximately the values recorded pre-
vious to the _37 hour test point at the 1037 ho_s mea-
st_rement point. Further investigation indicated that the
observed deviations were "step function increases" of ap-
proximately 0.63 volts for the unloaded measurements and
0.77 volts for the loaded measurements. Analysis _ms in-
dicated tb_t a temporary increase in input voltage (VCC)
of about I volt would produce a change of this magnitude.
The possibility of a drastic temporary parameter charge
within t_e test specimens would be higi_l_/ improoable. It
was therefore concluded t_t an input _oltage regulation
fail_re during a portion of the measurements at the _37
ho_ir test point was the cause of these parameter deviations
and that t_ey are not fail_mes.
At the final measurements point the output voltage measure-
ments of t_e "On" or sat_Jration voltage parameter were found
to have increased between 2(_ - 2_% over initial readings
for the following conditions and test specime_s.
At VCC = 3 volts; T -- 12!i°C: 13 test specimens at one or
more measurement points.
At VCC = 6 volts; T -- 12_°C: 2 test specimens at one or
more measurement points.
At VCC --3 volts; T = -SS°C: 6 test specimens at one or
more measurement points.
i
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V_, VCC : 3 volts; T : P_'°C: 5 test specimens _t one or
_,_oreneasurer, ent point_.
7 _ j
__. p_rametric f_ilures above occur.rec_ An I _-test _pecim_:ns
on]F, _n_ there _s direct correlation between failures _t
all conditions. All of the parametric f_ilures above _yere
stall _r[thin the specification given for outpuZ "On" voltoge
An p_ragraph P.2.1 an,] in no case did any of the test specimens
f_il ° _ _ "•unc_ ona_ly in the life best circuit.
Test Specimen Group_ T_pe SN _!2:
No parametric failures were observe,J Suring the test progra_.
In certain specific cases, substsnt_l changes were observeJ
in measure'] parameter values, but all oC t_ese were traceJ
to faulty connector contacts as :lescribe_ in paragraph
h.l.i.3.
Tea> SPecimen Group _Tpe S!,!51_:
T'e#surements of output ':on" volbage _t the 3r_ cycle test
point of the thermal c_Tcling test in:_icatel the following
test specimens b_ p_r_meter increases o._"_'_ _:3/ - __>_.over
initial readings; Test Conditions _mre: VCC = ([volts;
T = -_p _.
_est Spech.en # _: Input _, Output C
Test Specimen # !_: Input A, Output C
Input B, Cutput O
Input P, Output _2
Test Specimen # !8: input _, Output :)
±np_.,_ Output f
Yeasu_emenbs of output "on" voltage _t the fin_2 _.e_sure_ents
point in'_icate_ the follo_ing a,J,_ition;1 test specimen hag
parameter increases of 20% - 251_ over inlti_l rea_Jings. Test
VC C . ,.. _<o_conditions were: = 6 vo_s, T : -._ ,_.
Test Specimen # ]O: Input _, Output C
The parametric failures above _ere shill __thin the specifieJ
limits given in paragraph P.h.l for output "on" vo]t_ge an,_
An no case li,] _ny of i.he test specimens fail _unc .lon__<_y
_n the Iife test circuit.
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Thermal Environmental Test Results:
Test Specimen Group _qoe SN 510:
No signifScant design parameter changes were noted on the
test specimens as a result of exposure to the three ther-
mall_ _ related environments. Measurement difficulties en-
countered with the design and operation of the Solid State
Module Test Set negated the original initSal measurements
of output voltage and minimum clock input voltage. These
measurements were repeated after corrections were made in
the test set and procedures at the post ti_ermal steriliza-
tion measurement point. This occL_rence did degrade the
effectiveness of bhe observational measurements of the ef-
fects of thermal sterilization on the test specimens but
sufficient irformation was available to determine that no
significant changes had occurred in tSe test units.
The effect of 5he thermal environments on t_e failure analy-
sis parameters measured on the test specimens were not ao_-
pletely positive. Certain trends did appear as explained
below but these changes were not confirmed as typical or
significant.
Output Voltage :
As noted above, t}_ initial measurement of this parameter
were voided so that the repeated measurements after thermal
sterilization do not indicate the parameter deviational ef-
fects of this environment. However, all measurements taken
do indicate the parameters were well within the specified
limits in par@graph 2.2.1 and were closely grouped near
the respective _meaus (See pmra_zph 4.6.1.1).
The effects of thermal cycling on output voltages were mea-
sured at the two operational temperature extremes. An at-
tempt was made to try to differentiate the effects of an
increasing number of t_rmal cycles by making 3rd cycle
add 5th cycle measurements. The results were interesting
bht not significant. Comparison of initial, 3rd cycle and
5th cycle means indicated incremental changes of less than
3%. A 2n factorial test was performed on the post thermal
cycling measurements and the initial measurements. No
significance at the 95% confidence level cculd be found in
the observed incremental c_mnges. The effects of the humidity
environment on output voltages was not appreciable. Measure-
ments taken after this environment were compared to initial
measurements via a 2n factorial test. No significant incre-
mental parameter changes were noted assuming a cou£ideuc@
limit of 95%.
!
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Switc_!ing Time Measurements:
Initial Switc_ing time measurements were made as specified
in paragraph 2.2.1 in regards to the output load. The
test setup was made following tl_e procedures used at Texas
Tnstruments but _o ealibratir_ measrrement comparisons
were made with t_eir equipment. Therefore, a measurement
deviatJon_l tolerance of 2_ could reasonably be put on
the measurements when compari_ Uhem to a standard limit.
Using this tolerance all initial switc_ing time measure-
ments were within their respectJ ,/e specified limits. Dis-
tributions of values were quite close to their respective
means (see paragraph h.6_1.2),
Switching time measurements at ti_e po_, thermal cycling
measurement point indicated that the voltage set time
values were less than initial readings but the decrease
could not be considered significant.
Switc_ing time measurements at the post humidity measure-
ment point again indicated that the_ were no significant
trends in t]_e values.
Minimum Clock Input Voltage:
Initial measurements of this parameter were _ot completed
until after the thermml sterilization test w_s performed
as explained above. This inappening limited the analysis
of the effects of thermal sterilization on this parameter
to the observation that the initial data distributions
were all well within the specified limits of paragraph
2.2.1 and the values measure_ were closely grouped about
their respective means (see paragrap]l _.6_1.3).
Measurements of this parameter were made at the 3rd and
_th cycle test points of the thermal cycling test to at-
tempt to find if there is a significant effect in the number
of thermal cycles applied. The results of this experiment
were negative. A _n factorial test was performed on ti_e
measurements made at the post t]_rma! cycling test poinb
and the initial measurement made at brLe post thermal sterili-
zation test point. No sig_ificance at the o__,_ conf Jdence
level could be attached to the incremental changes in t_e
results.
Minimum clock input voltage was measured at the post humidity
test point at ambient conditions. A 2n facto;_ial test com-
paring this measurement withe the previo_s initial meas_re-
ment indicated no significance could be attaci_ed to the i_-
cremental changes at a confidence level of _-_
i
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Load Resistance :
The load resistance was measured at -55°C durit_ tie thermal
_tr- c_,cle test points. The re-cycling test at the 3rd and 5
suits indicate a definite downward trend i_ load resistance
wit_: increasing thermal cycling. T_e mean value at ti_e 3rd
cycle test point was 3,220 ohms w:,ile at the 5t!_ cycle test
point it decreased to 3,010 ohms. These results were con-
firmed b_: the increase in total input current observed wLile
making -55°C output voltage measurements.
Diode Leakage Current:
The initial measurements of diode leakage current indicated
a wide range of values some of whic}_ would r_ormall.y be clas-
sified as faillmes. (Note: diode leakage is not specified).
it_vestigation of t!_e measurements indicated ti_e test specimer,s
were very susceptible to external contamination which had a
marked influence on t,_ese measurements. The measuremer_ts
were repeated at the post sterilization point with a resultant
decrease in most of the individual meas_mements. There was
still a w_de dispersion of values however.
Subsequent measurements were made at the 3rd and 5tu c:,/cle
test points of the thermal cycling test. These measurements
were made at 125°C. The results indicated a wide dispersion
of values as before. Preliminary investigation of t_Je causes
for these readings indicate t}mt the difficulty involved in
isolating the input diode junction leakage from oti_er elements
effects ma>_ be the cause of some of t}_e seemingly inconsistant
measurement values recorded.
Test Specimen Group Ty)oe SN _12:
No significant design parameter c_mnges were observed o_ t_e
test specimens as a consequence of exposure to ti_e ti:ree t!:er-
mall_T-related environments. Some definite shifts were noted
in the failure analysis parameter measurements, it is doubt-
ful that the trends could be judged as t_-pical of the unit,
i:owever, individ_ml parameter summatiors are given below.
Output Voltage :
All initial measurements of outp_it voltage were fc'r,d to be
well within the specified limitsiven in paragrap}: 2.3.1 and
the measurements i_ general were clos_l} _ grouped arourld ti:eir
respective means. (See paragraph 4.6.2.1).
Output voltage measurements at tke post thermal sterilizatio_
measurement point indicated no appreciable parameter change
from initial measurements.
i
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Measurements made at the 3rd cycle and the 5ti_ cycle test
point of the thermal cycling test of output voltage indi-
cated minimum incremental c_mnge of the parameters either
at ti_e 125°C or the -55°C measurement condition.
Post thermal cycling measurements of output voltage at
ambient temperature were checked with 2n factorial test
against previous readings made at the initial measurement
point and at the post thermal sterilization test point. No
significant interactions or incremental c_mr_es were found
at a confidence level of 95%.
Output voltage measurements taken at the post humidity test
point were also checked via a 2n factorial test against the
previous readings. Again no significant interactions or in-
9j/O •cremental.changes were found at a confidence level of _
Switching Time Measurements:
All switching time measurements were made with maximum
loading on the output to obtain an indication of actual
propogatiou delay times to be expected in device usage.
Measurements therefore could not be directly compared to
those specified in paragraph 2.3.1. Initial measurements
in general were quite closely grouped about their respective
computed means (see paragraph 4.6,2.2.),
Switching time measurements at the post thermal cycling
point indicated an increase in delay time readings and a
reduction of rise time, storage time, and fall time readings.
These shifts in measurements were not of a sufficient mag-
nitude to indicate they were significant.
Post humidity switching time measurements also indicated
the same trends as specified above evident. But again,
the parameter shifts could not be judged significant based
on the degree of change (approximately 15% higher and 10%
lower respectively) and the inherent accuracy of the mea-
surement.
Collector-Base Leakage Current :
The initial readings were generally low with only a few
scattered readings exceeding 1 ua (at T=25°C; VCC = 6 volts)•
At the 3rd cycle and the 5th cycle test points, during the
thermal cycling test, the collector-base leakage current
was measured to obtain comparative information. Readings
were obtained at the 125°C test point and indicated a de-
finite decrease in leakage current between the 3rd and 5th
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cycle test points. The mean value calculated for the 3rd
cycle readings was 3420 na as opposed ±o the :_tb cycle
mean of 1520 na. This marked decrease in collector-base
leakage current may be due to a reduction of internal sur-
face leakage tbru a continuation of the normal passivation
techniques applied to these units as activated by tile ap-
plication of heat.
Readings taken at the post humidity measurement point at
ambient temperature also indicated a marked reduction of
individual values when compared to initial meas_mements.
This would tend to support the theory given above that an
internal passivation mechanism was activated by the thermal
environments.
Input Base Resistance:
Initial meas1_ements of this parameter indicated a
reasonably close distribution about ti_e mean values (See
paragraph 4.6_2.4)o
Input base resistance measurements were made at the 3rd
and the 5th cycle test points during the thermal cycling
test. The measurements indicated a slight downward shift
of the mean resistances. The mean at the 3rd cycle = 17,4OO
ohms while at the 5th cycle point = 16,9OO ohms. This 3,%
downward shift could not consider to be significant in it-
self.
Test Specimen Group Ty_e SN 515:
There were no confirmed significant design parameter
c_mnges noted on the test specimens as a result of ex-
posure to the three thermally-related environments. Mea-
surement difficulties excluded any current leakage test-
ing on the test specimens during the test. Given below
are summaries of individual parameter measurements evalu-
ations.
Output Voltage :
All initial readings were within the specification limits
given in paragraph 2.4.1 and the value distributions were
in general quote closely grouped around their respective
means. (See paragraph 4.613. I).
Output voltage measurements taken at the post thermal
steri!i_ation test point indicated very little change
from initial values.
i
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Output voltage measurementswere madeat the 3rd c:_'cle and
5th cycle test points during the thermal cycling test. Com-
parison of the values and means at the test temperature of
125°C indicated :_ery little change. Measurements made at
the test temperature of -55°C though indicated an upward
shift in saturation voltage. The initial measurement mean
was O.151 volts while at the 3rd cycle it was O.158 volts
and at the 5th cycle, it was O.159 volts. While this up-
ward trend was uniform, it cannot be termed significant.
Output voltage was measured at the post thermal cycling
test point. The mean value obtained at this point was
0.163 volts as compared to an initial mean of O.17h volts.
A 2n Factorial test was performed on this data in compari-
son to -;alues taken initially and post thermal steriliza-
tion. This test indicated no significant interactions or
appreciable parameter changes could be detected at a con-
fidence level of 95%.
Output voltage was measured at the post humidity test
point. The mean value obtained at this point was O.175
volts. This mean value was on the same test specimens as
used above. This would tend to indicate the previous read-
ings may include instrument error. _s far as can be deter-
mined, the same instrumentation was used in both measure-
ments, w_th the same technician attending. The measure-
ments obtained were also subjected to a pu factorial test
in comparison to data taken initially and post thermal
sterilization. No significant interactions or appreciable
parameter changes could be detected at a confidence level
of 95%.
Switching Time Measurements :
All switching time measurements were made with maximum
loading in the outputs to obtain an indication of actual
propagation delay times to be expected in actual device
usage. The measurements, therefore, could not be directly
compared to those specified in paragraph 2.4.1. Initial
measurements in general were closely grouped about their
respective computed mean values (see paragraph 4.6.3.2).
Switching time measurements made at the post thermal
cycling test point indicated that voltage set time and fall
time values decreased slightly. These c_mnges are not con-
sidered significant.
Switching time measurements made at the post humidity test
point again indicated that the voltage set time and fall
time measurements decreased slightly. The change (approxi-
mately 5%) is not judged significant.
!
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4,4.1.1
ORerating Life Environmental Test Results:
Test Specimen Group, T}_oe SN _I0:
There were no confirmed significant parameter shifts ob-
served during the coupled-sequential environmental life
test of these test specimens. Res_Its of measurement
parameter data ar_lysis are presented in the following
paragraphs.
Output Voltage :
Output voltage measurements were analyzed via the JPL
Specification ZPP-2OhO-GEN A statistical format. The
computed results are presented in Appendix B. The analysis
was accomplished on a total test sample size of 19, with
one replacement sample in the life test logic not exposed
to the thermal environment and therefore not in test. The
eight possible output variations were analyzed on an individ-
ual basis. The analysis indicates very close grouping of
both the "Off" voltage and the "On" voltage readings except
at certain of the 537 hour higiJ temperature operating life
measurements as indicated bel_.
The analysis of the output "Off" voltages with no external
loading is shown in Appendix B, pages 1 and 2. Some of the
measurement at t,he 537 hour point of the high temperature
operating life test was found to be substantially in error
due to external voltage input (Vcc) variation (see paragraph
h.2.1). Thus both the '7" test and the '%" test values for
the %37 hour measurements and the 1037 hour measurement,
when the measurements returned to control, were statisti-
cally significant.
Incremental data c_mnges during tDe entire life test period
were slight in view of the basic sensitivity of the instru-
mentation and the inherent measurement time-technician var-
iability. The statistical significance indicated, at a
confidence of 95%, in the "t" tests at the I17 hour measure-
ment point of the high temperature operating life test and
at t_he 250 hour and 500 hour measurement points of the high
vacuum operating life test cannot be considered parametri-
cally significant because of basic measurement tolerances.
The general decreasing trend or drift of V off during the
life tests, however, it is to be expected in view of the
load resistance change noted in initial and final data
(see paragraph 4.6)
The analysis of the output "Off" voltages with maximum
loading is shown on pages 3 and 4 of Appendix B. A portion
of the measurements at the 537 hour point of the high
i
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temperature operating life test was found to be grossly in
error due to external voltage input (V_) variation (see
paragraph h.2.1). The abrupt discontinuities in the data
caused by this error are indicated by ti_e statistJcaily
significant '7" and "t" tests shown for the _<37 !_our and
1037 hour measurement points. I;iscounting tile basic mea-
surement tolerances imposed by the sensitJvit:> of the
instrumentation and the in'_erent measurement time - teci_-
nician variability,incremental data c%mnges during the
life tests were very small. Therefore, the statistically
significant, at a confidence level of _%, "t" test values
calculated for the 117 hour and 2000 i_our (V off Q onl,_)
measurement points of the higi_ temperature operat5ng life
test and the 250 hour and _00 hour measurement poJnts of
ti'-eiligh vacuum operating life test cannot be considered
parametrically valid.
The analysis of the output "On" voltages, both with no
load and maximum external loading is shown in Appendix B,
pages 5 tfmough 8. The data is very closely grouped with
standard deviations of less than IO milli, olts. All '5'"
test values of data variability indicated no significance,
at a confidence level of 99%. At a confidence !e¢el of ?5%,
all initial and final "t" test values indicated significance
data shifts in increasing values of "V on" or saturation
voltage. Scattered statistically significant "t" test :alues
were calculated at the intervening measurement points both
in the negative and positive directions. These values point
out the measlmement variability inherent in this data.
It is concluded tint a definite parametric increase can-
not be predicted based only on the results of these mea-
surements.
Minimum Clock Input Voltage :
Minimum clock input voltages measured during the life tests
were all well within the tolerances specified in paragraph
2.2.1. Individual incremental changes in measurement values
at all points were small. The calculated mean values of the
measurement indicated a gradual increase in clock input volt-
age reaching a peak at the 537 hour high temperature opera-
ting life measurement point. The mean value then exhibited
a decreasing slope to the final life test measurement. The
measure criteria necessary for this particular test involves
human judgment of a stability point which increases tie total
measurement tolerances t}mt must be taken into account in
assessing the results of these measurements. The results
indicated by this data could not be considered significant
because of these limitations.
!
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Test Specimen Grou_ Type SN 512:
There were no confirmed significant parameter shifts
observed duri_tg the coupled-sequential environmental
life tests of these test specimens. Summaries of the
anal)/s_s of parameter measurements are presented below:
Output Voltage :
Output voltage measurements were anal;j_ed via the JPL
Specification ZPP-2OhO-GEN A statistical format. The
calculated results are presented in Appendix B, pages
9 through lb. The analysis was accomplished on a total
sample size of 19 test specimens. One replacement sample
was used in the life tests to complete the logic pattern
but was not subjected to the thermal environment and so
was not considered a part of the test. Ors test specimen
_d a non-operating input (see paragraph h.l.l.3) which
decreased the functional capability of this test specimen
and measurement points of the _ on (D) parameter bv one.
The data was grouped for analysis by individual input
gates. The analysis results for all 6 input gates in-
dicated the parameter distribution to be very closely
grouped about the mean values. Standard deviations of
all measurement points were less tb_n eleven millivolts.
The '_" statistic test values, at a confidence level of
95% indicated there was no significant spreading of data
measurements at any point.
The "t" statistic test values, at a confidence level of
95%, indicated statistically significant incremental data
shifts on all initial calculations (at ll7 hours, high
temperature operating.life test); at %37 hours for V on (A),
V on (B) and V on (C), at 1037 hours for V on (B), V on (C),
and V on (D); at 2000 hours for V on (B).- all values mea-
sured during the high temperature life test. Statistical
significance was also noted for the V on (E) 250 hour and
%00 hour measurement points during the high vacuum oper-
ating life test. The shifts could not be termed signifi-
cant in an engineering sense due to the inherent measure-
ment tolerances that were present. It was concluded that
no parameter trends were evident in this data.
Current Gain:
D.C. current gain measured during the life tests did not
deviate significantly at any point. Calculated mean values
exhibited less than 1% shift during the life tests. The
data was fairly closely distributed throughout the life
!
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tests. No apparent parameter shift was noted at any mea-
surement point.
4.4.3
4.4.3.1
4.4.3.2
Test S_ecimen Grou_ T_,rpeSN 515:
There were no confirmed significant parameter shifts ob-
served during the coupled-sequential environment life tests
on these test specimens. Summaries of parameter anal Fsis
findings are shown below.
Output Voltage :
Output voltage measurements were aual_ed via the JPL
Specification ZPP 2040 GEN A statistical format. The
computed results are presented in Appendix B, pages 15
through 18. The analysis was started on a total test
sample size of 20, although two test specimens bad re-
duced operational capability (see paragraph 4.1.1.1)
which resulted in a reduction of one in tb_ V on _Co
and V on _-gEo parameters sample size at the initial
data point. The sample size for the V on B Eo parameter
was reduced by _ at the ll7 hour measurement point of
the high temperature operating life test because of ex-
ternal damage (see paragraph 4.1.1.). The total sample
size for this group was reduced by one at the final test
point because of external damage (see paragraph 4.1.1.).
The analysis indicates a very close distribution of satur-
ation voltages throughout the life tests. Standard de-
viations were less than 5 millivolts at all measurement
points. The calculated '_" statistic test values showed
no significant data spreading at a cor_idence level of
95%. There was only a minimum amount of parameter change
noted in t_.e resultant data. The "t" statistic test values
calculated indicated statistical significance, at a con-
fidence level of 95%, at the 537 hour measurement point
on all parameters, at the 1037 hour measurement point
for the V on A Co and V on B Co parameters; at the 2000
hour measurement point for the V on_ Co and V on B Eo
parameters; and at the 250 hour and 500 hour measurement
points for the V on'_ Co parameter. The statistical tests
above were of a sensitivity much greater than the measure-
ment tolerance inherent in this test. it is concluded t_t
no detectable parameter shift_was visible in these results.
Current Gain:
D. C. current gain measured during the life tests did not
deviate significantly in any direction. The calculated
mean values of the data rose to a maximum at the ll7 hour
measurement point theo shifted downward during the re-
mainder of the life tests. This downward trend was slight
i
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4.5.2
4.5.3
and was actually reversed at the final measurementpoint.
Total meandeviations were less than 7% over the complete
life tests, it is concluded that no definite parameter
shift was found in this test.
Mechanical Environment Test Results :
Test Specimen Group #9A; Type SN 510:
There were no failures of the test specimens during the
two mechanical tests. Ti_e original test group #9, because
of external and internal failures of test specimens during
previous testing, was completed with substitute test speci-
mezs, units #9, #i0, and #II.
As the primar_ " motive in performing these tests was to
examine for mechanical deficiencies which are usually
detectable by large parameter shifts or failures, little
measurement data analysis was attempted. A survey of the
measured data - output voltage and minimum clock input
voltage indicated very little change at any of the mea-
surement points. Minimum clock input voltage increased
slightly during the tests but the movement was not suffi-
cient to be indicative of any trend,
Test Specimen Group #gA; T_e SN 512:
There were no failures of the test specimens during the
two mechanical tests. The original test group #9, be-
cause of an external failure of a test specimen during
previous testing, was completed with the addition of test
specimen, _tnit #9.
As the primary motive in performing these tests was to
examine for mechanical deficiencies which are usually
detectable by large parameter shifts or catastrophic
failures, little measurement data analysis was attempted.
A survey of the measured data-output voltage and current
gain showed a minimum of parameter shift at all readings.
Test Specimen Group #9A; Type SN _15:
There were no failures of the test specimens during the two
mechanical tests. The original test group #9, because of
an external failure of a best specimen during previous test-
ing, was completed with the addition of test specimen, unit
#9.
As the primary motive in performing these tests was to
examine for mechanical_ficiencies, which are usually de-
tectable by large parameter shifts or catastrophic fail_mes,
i
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little measurementdata analysis was atte[_pted. A s_u':ey
of the measureddata-output voltage and current gain showed
a m_nimumof parameter shift at all measurementpoints.
4.6 Discussion of Initial and Final Measurement Distributions:
Histogram presentations were constructed of all pertinent
initial and final data measurements. The mean value and
the standard deviation of each data distribution was also
calculated and presented with t!,e histograms _n Fol'_ae IIi
of this report.
4.6.1 Test b_ecimen Grou_ T)_pe SNtlO:
4.6. I. I Output Voltage :
Histograms of the o_bput voltage initial and final mea-
surements are shown on pages 61 to 108 of Volume !I!. The
representations in general were skewed with maximum incre-
mental area at low /oltage. Certain instances of supposed-
ly significant parameter and data spread shifts in the fol-
lowing histograms were t}_e result of the extraneous causes
indicabed below :
Io Page No. 65, (Volume Iii); open-off, initial histogram;
-55°C; 3 volos - the data included a point from failed
test specimen #19 which biased the distribution signi-
ficantly.
o Page No. 66, (Volume III); open-off; final histogram;
-55°C; 3 volts - The data included a point from test
specimen #4 which experienced intermittent connector
contact problems.
e Page No. 89, (Volume !II); open-off; initial histo-
gram; -55°C; 6 volts - The data included a point from
failed test specimen #19 which biased the distribution
greatly.
e Page 91 (Volume III); shut-off; initial histogram;
-55°C; 6 volts - The data included two points from
test specimen #20 which experienced intermittent con-
hector contact problems.
o Page No. 108 (Volume III); short-off; final histo-
gram; +125°C; 6 volts - The data included a point
from test specimen #I which experienced intermittent
connector contact problems.
With the exclusion of the above parameter readings, the
data distributional spreads were considered reasonable.
There were specific instances of data range increases be-
tween the initial and final measurements which coincide
i
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with the analysis results presented elsewhere in this re-
port. (See paragraphs h.?.l and 4.4.1.I) T_qoical ranges
for output "on" voltages are from 0.075 volts to O.lO_
volts (3 volts, all temperatures, final and initial):
for output "off" from approximately 0.25 volts initial
to 0.52 volts final. (3 volts, all temperatures). Ranges
for the 6 volts operating level are proportionately higher
but otherwise do not vary significantly.
4.6.1.2 Switching Time Measurements:
Histograms of the initial and final switching time mea-
surements are shown on pages i to 60 of Volume III. The
representations were generally approximately normal in
character. Through an inadvertent data transmission er-
ror, a few of the histogram presentations included mea-
surements of some greatly degraded and/or failed test
specimens which biased these presentations. Excluding
these values from consideration, all switching time mea-
surement distributions had small range values. An in-
creasing parameter drift was observed on the storage time
and fall time measurements at all temperatures and voltages.
This drift was not sufficient to be considered significant.
In all cases the incremental change in the mean values was
less than 15%.
4.6.1.3 Minimum Clock Input Voltage:
Histograms of the initial and final minimum clock input
voltage appear on pages 109 to 120 of Volume III. The
distribution representations of the data were linear-
normal in shape with fairly clo_e spreads indicated for
all presentations. Data ranges were approximately O.O1
volts initial to 0.02 volts final (3 volts, all tempera-
tures) and 0.02 volts initial to 0.03 volts final (6 volts,
all temperatures). This spreading of the data range be-
tween the initial and final readings is not considered
significant in view of the initial very clo6e groupings,
and inherent data measurement variability.
4.6.1.4 Minimum Set and Reset Voltage:
Histograms of the initial and final minimum set and reset
voltages appear on pages 121 to 128 of Volume III. Distri-
bution representations were skewed with maximum area ap-
pearing at low voltage with data ranges of 0.5 volts to
0.7 volts (3 volts) and 1.3 volts to 1.6 volts (6 volts).
These ranges are quite high considering the values of the
mean measurement, 0.35 volts and 0.43 volts respectively.
This wide spread in values may account for certain in-
stabilities noted in the operating life tests (see para-
graph 5.1) It should also be noted, however, that there
was no significant unbalance evident in the calculated
i
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evident in the calculated mean _mlues of the Vml and Vm?.
(Set and Reset) data.
4.6.1.5 Load Resistance:
Histograms of the initial and final load resistance mea-
surements are shown on pages IS9 and 130 of Volume III.
The representations are normal in shaping with fairly
wide data ranges (2700 ohms initial and 2500 ohms-final).
The data mean values indicate an increase in total re-
sistance. This is in contrast to the decreasing load re-
sistance measurement noted during thermal cycling (para-
graph 4.3.1.4). In both cases however, the amount of data
shift was not adequate to definitely confirm the signifi-
cance. It is held that the results indicate a certain
instability in the resistive substrate of these test speci-
mens which is subject to certain aging variations.
4.6.2 Test Specimen Group T_pe SN512:
4.6.2. I Output Voltage :
Histograms of the initial and final output voltage measure-
ments appear on pages 191 to _O_ of Volume III. Distri-
bution presentations were approximately normal in shapings
with voltage ranges of 0.90 volts initial to 0.II0 volts
final (3 volts; -55°C); 0.122 volts (3 volts; +25°C and
+125°C) and 0.17 volts (6 volts -55°C); 0.183 volts (6
volts +25°C and +125°C). The ranges indicated above do
not seem excessive and the calculated respective data
mean values did not vary significantly.
4.6.2.2 Switchin_ Time Measurements :
Histograms of the initial and final switching time measure-
ments appear on pages 131 to 190 of Volume III. All data
distributions appear approximately normal in character
with data spreads that were not considered excessive in
view of inherent data measurement variations.
Distributional data mean comparisons indicated increasing
parametric values of delay time, rise time and fall times
and decreasing values of storage times as a result of the
environmental testing. The incremental changes of these
parameters (at all temperature and voltage measurement
points) were not sufficient to attribute engineering signi-
ficance to the results.
4.6.2.3 Current Gain:
Histograms of the initial and final current gain measure-
ments appear on pages 203 to 206 of Volume III. Distribution
!
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4.6.2.4
4.6.2.5
4.6.3.2
representations are skewed in shape with maximum area in
the low current gain region. Data ranges are not e_ces-
sire at any of the measurement points. No incremental
mean value changes were discernable between initial and
final data.
Input Base Resistance:
Histograms of the initial and final input base resistance
measurements are shown on pages 207 to 210 of Volume III.
Distribution representations are approximately normal in
character. Data ranges are about 15,5OO ohms initial to
14,5OO ohms final. No appreciable data mean value changes
were noted as a result of the environmantal testing.
Load Resistance :
Histograms of the initial and final load resistance mea-
surements appear in pages 211 to 214 of Volume III. Dis-
tributional presentations approximated a normal curve in
all cases with a range of about 1500 ohms. No incremental
mean value change was noted as a result of the testing
imposed.
Test Speciman Group T_ SN515:
Output Voltage :
Histograms of the initial and final output voltage mea-
suremsnts appear on pages 335 to 346 of Volume III. Data
presentations approximated a normal curve in shaping with
a data spread generally closely grouped. (Approximate range
was 0.08 volts). There was a minimum amount of incremental
parameter change noted between the initial and final mean
values.
Switchin_ Ti,m Measurements:
Histograms of the initial and final switching time measure-
ments appear on pages 215 to 234 of Volume III. The data
presentations indicated most distributiona were approxi-
mately normal in character. Data spreads, for the most
part, were not excessive. There were little incremental
parameter mean value changes indicated. The delay time
and rise time measurement mean values of the "C" and '_"
(one invertor stage propagation) increased approximately
15% and 20% respectively over the range of temperatures
and voltages observed. This change was not considered
significant in view of the inherent measurement accuracies
involved.
ii I
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4.6.3.3
4.6.3.4
current Gain:
Histograms of the initial and final current gain measure-
ments appear on pages 347 to 350 of Volume III. Presenta-
tions indicate the distribution is approximately normal in
shaping. Total data sEreads are approximately 160 initial
to 40 final on the -55 C data indicating a marked tightening
of the current gain distribution as the specimens were sub-
Jected to the tests. The mean current gain value at -55 °
decreased 13% from the initial value. Data taken at the
25% temperature point did not indicate this change, in
fact, the spread of values actually increased slightly.
Load Resistance :
Histograms of the initial and final load resistance mea-
surements appear on pages 351 and 352 of Volume III.
Data presentations approximate a normal curve with a range
of about II00 ohms. No incremental _ean _mlue changes were
observed in the data as a result of the environmental test-
ing.
i
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4 • 7 Reliability Estimates :
Reliability estimates were calculated based on the avail-
able environmental life test data. The estimates were
based on the assumption of an exponential fa_l_e rate
distribution. The report : Statistical Techniques in
Life Testing, Chapter II!, Technical Report #4 under
Contract NOUR 2163 (OO) (NR-O42-O18); dated January 15,
1959; by Benjamin Epstein was used for background and
equat ioos.
As there were no catastrophic or parametric failures ob-
served during the life tests, the failure rates can be
estimated with a one-sided limit only.
Reliability Estimate
(Lower Limit Only)
% per 1COO hours
Test Specimen 50% Confidence 90% Confidence
, ,. ,. ,,.,, ,
SN 510, SN 512
sN 515
SN 5-- Series
1.39 4.61
1.46 4.85
O.478 I.59
The estimates presented here are based co a minimum amount
of life information (for this type of data reduction) and
should be used onl_#as an indicator of device reliability
life potential.
\
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4.8 C.._osite List Of,All Test Failures:
Catastrophic Failures :
Type Unit
1. SN510 #5
2. SN510 #6
3. SN510 #16
4. SN510 #18
5. SN510 #19
6. SN512 #3
7. SN512 #17
8. SN515 #I
9. SN515 #8
io. sN515 #15
Failure
Lead #I broken
Lead #i broken
Mounted in a re_2rse-transposed direction
Mounted in a reverse-transposed direction
Silicon wafer dislocated
Test Connector failed
Test connector failed
Leads #1,2,4,5, and 6 broken
Lead #I broken
Lead #4 broken
Parametric Failures :
ll. sN51o #I At Final Measurements - 3 volts, +125%-
Vsa t increased.
12. SNSIO #2 At final measurements - 3 volts, +125%-
3 volts -55% - Vsa t increased.
13. SN510 #3 At 537 hours High Temperature Life-
Improper input voltage regulation --At
Final Measurements - 3 volts, +125%-
Vsa t increased.
lb. SNSIO #4 At 537 hours High Temperature Life --
Improper input voltage regulation -- At
final measurements - 3 volts, +125%;
6 volts, +125%; 3 volts, +25%- Vsa t
increased.
!
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h. 8 (Cont.)
Parametric Failures :
Type U_t
15. SHSlO #5
16. SNSIO #6
Failure
At 537 hours High Temperature Life -
Improper input voltage regulation--
At Final Measurements - 3 volts; +1250C-
Vsa t increased.
At 535 hours High Temperature Life -
Improper input voltage regulation.
17. SN510 #7 At 535 hours High Temperature Life -
Improper input voltage regulation---
At final measurements - 3 volts, +125°C;
3 volts, -55°C; 3 volts, +25°C - Vsa t
increased.
18. SN510 #8
19. SN510 #9
20. SN510 #I0
At 535 hours High Temperature Life --
Improper input voltage regulation---
At final measurements - 3 volts, +125°C;
3 volts, -55°C- Vsat increased.
At 535 hours high temperature life -
improper input voltage regulation---
at final measurements - 3 volts, +125°C-
Vsa t increased.
At 535 hours High Temperature Life -
Improper input voltage regulation.
21. sNSlo #11
22. SN510 #12
23. SNSIO #13
At 535 hours High Temperature Life -
At Final Measurements 3 volts, +125°C -
Vsa t increased.
At final msasurements - 3 volts, +125°C-
Vsa t increased.
At 535 hours High Temperature Life -
Improper input voltage regulation.
24. SN510 #14 At final measurements - 3 volts, +125°C;
3 volts, -55°C; 3 volts, +25°C - Vsat
increased.
25. SN510 #15 At 535 hours High Temperature Life - Im-
proper input voltage regulation---At
Final Measurements - 3 volts,+125°C; 6 volts,
+125°C; 3 volts, -55°C; 3 volts, +_5°C -
Vsa t increased.
i
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Parametric Failures :
Type Unit Failure
26. SN510 #1_ At 535 hours High Temperature Life -
Improper input voltage regulation
27. SN510 #17 At 535 hours High Temperature Life -
Improper input voltage regulation.
_8. SN510 #_o At 535 hours High Temperature Life -
Improper input voltage regulation.
At Final Measurements - 3 volts, +125°C;
3 volts, -55°C; 3 volts, +25°C - Vsa t
increased.
29. SN515 #5 At 3rd cycle Thermal Cycling - 6 volts,
-55°C - Vsa t increased.
30. SN515 #I0 At Final Measurements - 6 volts, -55°C
Vsa t increased.
31. SN515 #13 At 3rd cycle Thermal Cycling - 6 volts,
-55°C - Vsa t increased.
32. SN515 #18 At 3rd cycle Thermal Cycling - 6 volts,
-55°C - Vsa t increased.
i
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5.0
5.1
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS :
Test Results :
The overall test program was judged as successful in ac-
complishing the objectives as called for in the original
test design. Secondary problem areas were found, how-
ever, that must be solved before the devices may be said
to be fully qualified for usage.
The _h_vir onme n_te_s__ts___ in genera I, success fully
proved the test specimens physically able to withstand
these environments. No significant change could be detec-
ted in the applied measurements after any thermal environ-
ment that would prove indicative of a serious problem area.
There were no parametric measurement shifts noted during
the thermal sterilization tests that could be attributed
to intrinsic device instabilitities. It is concluded that
there should be no device degradation expected when sub-
jected to a similar thermal sterilization process in prac-
tical usage.
There were no significant design parameter changes noted
during the thermal cycling tests, although three test
specimens did fail parametrically as defined in paragraph
3.6.1.2. In this occurrence, and in the case of the para-
metric failures at the final measurement point, the "failed"
units operated functionally with no noticable degradation.
It was concluded from these and other test findings, that
the parametric failure criteria as initially stated for
this test (see paragraph 3.6.1.2) is n(_ adequately adapt-
able for use in evaluating these test specimens. This in-
sufficiency of comprehensive parametric failure criteria
should be corrected as an adjunct to any purchasing speci-
fication control document. This would be necessary to suf-
ficiently define acceptance and inspection procedures.
The significant failure analysis test parameter deviations
noted during the thermal cycling test, i.e., load resistance
reduction in the type SN510 and collector-base leakage cur-
rent in the type SN512, should be considered to be individ-
ual characteristics of the particular test specimens and
should not, at this time, be considered to be indicative
of any major manufacturing control problem. Also tending
to decrease the significance of these findings is the fact
that there was no provable correlation of these changes
with device functional changes.
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There were no apparent changes in the test specimens when
subjected to the humidity environment. It was concluded
from the test results t_t there was no container seal
problem. It should be noted, howe_r, that Texas Instru-
ment has changed to an all welded package for this Series
_l line since these test specimens were manufactured.
(The test specimens were mounted in a depressed rectangular
glass bowl coutainir_ the hermetically sealed-in-glass
lead tabs and was enclosed with a solder sealed metal cover).
The present manufacturing method uses metal covers with a
hermetically sealed glass ring enclosing the lead tabs.
The introduction of a new packaging arrangement opens the
question on the device container seal effectiveness again.
There was an insignificant amount of measurement parameter
deviations noted during the sequentially-coupled operating
life tests. But a basic problem was found in the area of
functionsllv evaluating the test specimens by simple mea-
surements of D. C. parameter changes. The life test logic
was actively switched at a basic clock frequency of 1OOKC.
Device monitoring facilities were provided for but no self-
detecting circuitry was available to investigate the inter-
mittent malfunctions that occurred during the life test.
These errors, which consisted of missed counts, could be
observed in the fill staging areas but tracing to the
initial source could not be accomplished. Intermittent
errors were observed throughout the life testing program
but tracing efforts to locate the exact causes of these
malfunctions were unsuccessful. Extraneous influences on
t_ life test, such as a result of conducted or radiated
signals were reduced to a minimum within the coufi_s of
the test criteria. Attempts to definitely link the inter-
mitteut malfunctions noted in the life test with any mea-
sured test specimen parameter has in general, proved fruit-
less. One possible clue may be the degree of unbalance
measured between individual minimum "set" and "reset" volt-
ages on the SN_IO test specimens. Mean _mlues of the mea-
surements have indicated little incremental change or im-
balance during the course of the test. A mean value of
the degree of unbalance is O.lh8 volts (A volts, _°C,
final) which is 37% of the data mean value. More infor-
mation is necessar37 to prove that this unbalance was re-
lated to the observed intermittent failures. This un-
solved problem area should be investigated before the
devices can be fully accepted for usage.
There were no significant problems observed as a result
of the mechanical environmental testing. It must be noted
hcwe,Ter, that a new package arrangement is now being used
by the manufacturer, which to an extent, _2gates the re-
sults of thls series of tests.
i
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5.2 General Conclusions :
When this testing program was past the preliminary stages
of development and fulfillment, it was realized by all con-
eernedS that the project could be defined most accurately
as s test developmental program, that would, along with
the basic evaluation requirements, seek to find some answers
to allied problems as discovered.
Early in the test, many problems were noted with the mount-
ing configuration used for this test. it was necessary,
due to the requirements of a humidity; test, to mount the
test specimens free of any encapsulating medium. The mount-
ing method used resulted in two problems.
The open mounting method invited lead tab breakage during
handling of units for measurement set-ups. The other pro-
blem was an exter_l one of using a mounting connector,
which was unproven at that time and which resulted in con-
hector contact problems. As a result, it is concluded that
in future testing of these devices, mechanica_ test design
is of paramount interest and necessity. Encapsulation of
the unit, which would be the normal usage mounting techni-
que should be used in testing whenever possible.
Especially noticable in the operating life test portion of
the program was the uncertain correlation between the spe-
cified D. C. measurement parameters and the functionallv
active digital usage to which these devices will be sub-
jeoted. The untraced intermittent malfunctions observed
then resulted essentially in an unsolved problem area.
It is believed that selected D. C. measurements plus cer-
tain switching time measurements would present the most
complete evaluation picture of these test specimens.
Listed below are what are considered to be, at first in-
spection, some of the mc_e important measurement parameters.
l.
2.
3.
h.
J.
6.
7.
Output "OFF" voltage
Selected Output 'DN" voltages
Minimum Set and Reset voltages
Minimum Clock voltage
Propagation time
Fall Time
Rise Time
!
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6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
RECOMMENDATIONS :
The test devices - Texas Instrument Series 51 integrated
networks have qualified to the test environments and by
the measurements specified in this report. However, cer-
tain problem areas remain and so the following additional
tests are recommended:
High temperature operating life incorporating self-detection
circuitry for possible intermittent failure detection. Test-
ing should be evaluated based on active circuits measure-
merits and operation.
High pressure leak tests (Joy Bomb) to determine integrit_
of the redesigned container seals.
Vibration and shock tests to determine adequacy of the
redesigned container.
Further definition of evaluation measurement techniques to
obtain the most desirable and adequate device purchase and
acceptance specifications.
I
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF
SOL]I] STATE MODULE
TEST SET
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GENERAL NOTESs
I. The test set front panel selector switches shall be designated by
number as indicated below, for clarity and efficiencys
@
SI - SN512 and SN515 Test Selector
$2 - SM512 ,rod SM515 Gate Selector
$3 - SM510 Test Selector
$6 - Unit Selector
Auxiliary Test Equipment
a) Wl
VM2
_3
Jo_ Fluke Model 803 or equivalent
b) IMI - Hewlett Packard Micro Volt-o_aeter Model 425A or
equivalent
IM2 - Smae as INI
c) IM3 - Westinghouse type PX-!_ or equivalent
d) Clock Pulse (C.P.) - Rutherford B-7 or equivalent
e) DC Voltage Inputs - Hewlett Packard, Model 721A or
equivalent
3. The following test for the SN series devices are described eBploylng
6V DC. These tests may be dene at 3V DC by providing data sheet or pre-
determined Logic Levels correspending to Vcc . 3V DC as the inputs.
4. CAUTION:
All switches, RI and R2 while not being used for w_it under test,
must be in the "OFF" or in the extrele left positien|
5e No calibration is required for this Test Set.
Page 2 of 17
I Micro Electronic "NORw or "_I, MD, Gate SN512 Electrical
Measurements.
Ae Transistor Leakage Current, ICB 0
I. Connect meters and power, and position the SN512
Test Control switches as indicated below.
A. Connect an mmeter to Jacks indicated as Iml.
B. Position SI to "IcBo".
C. Position $2 to "A".
D. Position $6 to "SN512".
E. Position the SM512 "LOAD SELECTOR, switch to
"N . 0".
F. Position all other switches to "OFF" or to the
extreme left.
G. Apply 6 or 3 VDC ± .1% to the front panel Jacks
designated as + DC input.
2. Read and record Iml.
3. Repeat A.2 with S_ in positions "Bm through "Fw .
Be Circuit Load Resistance Measurement _;
I. Position S1 te _L".
2. Position $2 to "A" only.
3. Connect a voltmeter to Jacks indicated as Vml.
4. All other switches, meters, and power as for Test
I.A.
5. Read and record Vml and Iml.
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C. Transistor Base Resistance Measurement RB.
D.
I. Position SI to .p_..
2. Position $2 to "Am.
3. All other switches, meters, and power as for Test
I.A.
4. Read and record Vml and Iml.
5. Repeat C.4 with $2 in positions "B" through ,Fm.
Transistor Gain Measurement, Beta.
I. Position SI to Beta.
2. Position $2 to "A".
3. All other switches, meters, and power as for Test
I.A.
4. Adjust R2 _til IVDC _ .1% is indicated on Vml.
5. Read and record Iml and Vml.
6. Repeat D.4 and D.5 with $2 in pesitiens "B" through "F".
E. On-Off Voltage Level Meanrements.
I. Position Sl to "On-Off Level".
2. Position $2 to "A".
3. Connect a vol_eter to Jacks indicated as Vm2.
4. All other switches, meters, and power as for Test
I.A.
5. Adjust R2 _til a minimmm voltage is observed an
Vml.
6. Read and record Vml and Vm2.
7. Adjust R2 _til a maxim_ voltage is observed on
Vml.
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8. Read and record Vz& and Vm2.
9. Pesiti_ the SN512 "LOAD SELECTOR" switch to *N-5"
and repeat steps E.5 through E.8.
IO. Repeat E.5 thresh E.9 with $2 in p@sltians "B"
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"NOR" or "NA_" .GATE SN512 DATA SH_T
Table 1
transistor Leakage Current Icb °
S2 - GATE
A
B
C
O
F
= icbo Temperatureiml
VCC :
Table 2
Circuit Lead Resistance RD
v_l _
Temperature
Iml "
Vcc =
R
L
- Vml/Iml
Table 3
Transistor Base Resistance
$2 - GATE Iml Vml
A ------
B ----,.-
C ._.-,-.-
,.,.......,,... .--.,------
E _.--.---
temperature
Vcc =
RB = Vml/Iml
Page 6 of ,17
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$2 - GATE
A
B
C
D
E
F
Iml
Table 4
Transistor Gain, B
Vml
Temperature
VCC =
B - lO-3/Iml
Table 5
ON-OFF Voltage Levels
N-O
$2 - GATE A B C D E F
ON
Vm2
Vml
OFF
Vm2
m m n m
Temoerature
Vcc =
N.= 5
OFF ¸
Vml
ON
Vm2
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III MICROELECTRONIC "v_KCLUSIVE CR" NE_4ORK SN515 KLECTPIC_L
MEASUR_ EN FS:
A. Transistor Leakage Current, ICB O
i. Connect meters and oower, and oositior_ the SNSI5
test control switches as indicated below.
a. Connect an ammeter to jacks designated as
"!ml".
b. Position SI to "I ".
CBO
c. Position $2 to "A".
d. Position $6 to "SN515".
e. Position the SN515 "LOAD SELECTOR" switch
to "N = 0".
f. Position all other switches to "OFF" or to
the extreme left.
2. Read and record Iml.
3. Repeat A.2 with $2 in positiens "B" through "D".
B. Circuit Load Resistance Measurement, RL
I. Position SI to_"_"
2. Position t_e SN515 "CUTPUT SELECTOR" switch to
"C W .
3. Connect a voltmeter to jacks designated as Vml.
4. All other switches, meters, and oower as for
test I.A.
5. Read and record, Vml and Iml.
6. Repeat B.5 with the SN515 "OUTPUT SELECTOR"
switch in positions "D" and "E".
C. Transistor Base Resistance Measurement, R
h
I. Position SI to "RB"
2. Position $2 to "A".
3. Connect a voltmeter to jacks designated as Vml.
4. All other switches, meters, and power as for
test I.A.
5. Read and record Vml and Iml.
6. Repeat C.5 with $2 in positions "B" throug;q "D". Page 8 of 7-oo2 I?
Ip
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
D@
E.
Transistor Gain Measurement, Beta
i. Position SI to Beta.
2. Position $2 to "A".
3. Cormect a voltmeter to jacks designated as Vml.
4. All other switches, meters, and power as for
test I.A.
5. Adjust R2 until 1 VDC ÷ .1% is indicated on Vml.
1
6. Read and record Iml and Vml.
7. Repeat D.5 and D.6 with $2 in positions "B"
through "D".
ON-OFF Voltage Level Measurements.
1. Position S1 to "ON-OFF LE_qL".
2. Position $2 to "A".
3. Position the 5q_515 "OUTPUT SWLECTOR" switch to
wCil,
4. Connect voltmeters to jacks designated as Vml
and _m2.
5. All other switches, meters and power as for
test II._.
6. Adjust R2 until a minimum voltage is observed
on _ml.
7. Read and record Vml and Vm2.
8. Adjust R2 until a maximum voltage is observed
on _.
Read and record Vml and Vm2.
Position the SN515 "LOAD SELECTOR" switch to "N-h"
and reoeat steps E.6 through E.9.
Position $2 to "B" and repeat E.6 through E.IO
Position the S_515 "OUTPUT S_LECrOR" switch to "D"
and the 8N515 "LOAD SELECTOR" switch to "N_O"
and reoeat E.6 through E.9.
Position the SN515 "LOAD SELeCtOR" switch to "N=5"
and repeat E.6 through E.9.
Position S2 to "C" and the SN515 "OUTPUT S_LEC_OR"
switch to "E" and repeat E.6 through E.IO.
Page 9 of 17
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13.
7-oo24
c Position $2 to "D" and reoeat E.6 through E.IO.
16. Repeat E.12 and E.13
17. See raole lO for clarity.
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$2
A
B
C
D
OUTPUT
SELECTOR
C
D
E
$2
A
B
C
D
GAFE
1
2
4
5
•_XCLUBIVE OR" NE_ORK - SN515 DA_A S!_:ET
GATE
Vml
Table 6
transistor Leakage Current, Ico °
Temperature
Iml = I
cbo
Table 7
Circuit Load Resistance, R
L
Iml R_= Vml/Iml
Temperature
Tab].e 8
T_n._-:_tnr B_se Resistance. P_
Te_oerature
Iml Vml _ = Vml/iml
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$2
.%
B
C
D
I
2
4
5
Table 9
Transistor Gain, Beta
Iml Vml
Temperature
B- IO'3/Iml
S2
S2
A.
GATE
Gate OUTPU_
Table lO
E, ON-OFF Voltage Levels
LOAD Vml
'N=O '-
Temperature
ON OFF
I C N'4
Vm2 Vml Vm2
N-O
B 2 c N._
N-b'
B 2 D N-_ ,,|
c 4
N=O
N=4
n 5
D 5 D
N-O
__"a
N=O
N=5
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!If Flio-Flop Network SN5iO
Elect rical Measurements
Co
Diode Leakage Current, Ice
1. Connect meters and power, and oosition the
SN510 resb Control Switches as indicated
below.
a. Connect an ammeter to jacks indicated as Iml.
b. Position $3 to "ICe Diode".
c. Position $6 to "SNS10".
d. Position the SN510 "OU_PUI" switch to "Q".
_'__ FOR"e. Position the SN510 "OUTPUT o,LL switch
to "I".
f. Position all other switches to the "OF_"
oosition or to the extreme left.
g. Aooly 6 or 3VDC + .1$ to the front panel
"s" and repeat _2
Circuit Load Resistance, RL.
1. Position $3 to "RL" and the SNS10 ,,r,Tr_TT_
ECTOR" switch to "I".
2. All other switches, meters and power as for
test III.A.
3. Read and record Iml, and +DC input.
4. Positi_ the MOUTPUT SELECTOR" switch to "2"
and repeat B. 3.
On-Off Voltage Level Measurements.
I. Position $3 to wON-OFF" level.
2. Connect a veltaeter to jacks designated as Vml.
3. Connect a voltmeter to Jacks designated as Vm2.
4. Place a voltmeter (Vm3 from + to UGND" on the
"Flip-Flop output" Jacks.
5. Apply a +6 VDC through a current meter (ira3)
to Jacks designated as +DC input.
6. Apply -15VDC + 10% to Jacks designated as -DC
input.
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D.
E.
7. Position -DC input switch to 6 or 3V depending
on + DC input being used.
8. Adjust RI and R2 until 2.5 VDC is observed on
Vml and Vm2.
9. Activate and hold the "PRESS TO SET" switch and
read and record Vm3 and the power input current
Ira3.
m
I0. Position the SN510 "OUTPUT" switch to "Q"
and again activate the "PRESS TO SET" switch
and read and record Vm3.
II.
12.
13.
Activate and hold the "PRESS TO RE_T" switch
and read and record Vm3 and Im3.
Position the "OUTPUT" switch to "Q" and again
activate the "PRESS TO RESET" switch and read
and record Vm3.
Place a shorting lead from "+" to "-" on the
panel Jacks indicated as "FLIP-FLOP OUTPUT"
and repeat E.7 through E.IO.
14. (Leave setup for following tests).
Minimum Clock Polse Input.
le
2.
3.
Position $3 to the counter position.
Adjust R2 until 0.35 VDC is observed on Vm2.
Set the clock pulse generator (counter pos.) to
provide the following output.-
a) I00 K cps.
b) 100N sec. rise time.
c) 0.5n sec. pulse vidth.
d) Positive pulse.
4. Record the clock pulse amplitude.
Minimum set and reset voltages (VS).
I. Position $3 to "ON-OFF LEVEL".
2. Apply a 2 VP clock pulse, Vcc - 3 Volt, apply a
4 VP clock pulse, Vcc .-6 Volts, as described in
F.5.
3. Adjust R2 until 0.25 volts is observed on Vm2.
4. Position the SN "OUTPUT u switch to "Q".
5. Activate the "PRESS TO SET" switch.
6. Adjust R1 until Q "sets high", this will be
indicated on the scope by a step from a low
to a high voltage.
7. Read, and record _ml.
8. Adjust R1 until 0.25 volts is observed on Vml.
9. Activate the "PRESS TO RESET" switch and note
that the scope indicates a high voltage.
I0. Adjust R2 until Q "sets low", i.e., the scope
indicates a low voltage.
II. Read and record the voltage indicated on Vm2.
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FUP-FLOP _ORK s_S10 DATA SHEE.T'
OUTPUT SELECTOR
1
2
Table Ii
Diode Leakage Current, Ico
Iml " Ico
Temperature
Vcc
OUTPUT SELECTOR
I
2
Table 12
Circuit Load Resistance, RL
+DC INPUT Iml
Temperature
Vcc
R2 = +DC/Iml
Table 13
Base and Base to Collector Coupling Resistor,
Temperature
OUTPUT SELECTOR
Vcc
+DC INPUT Iml RB
1 (Q to_
2 to Q)
3. (Base of preset)
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Table 15
On-Off Voltage Levels
÷ =rid -
FLIP FLOP
JACKS
OUTPUT SWITCH DEVICE CON-
DITION
(h3)
I_'R. _PP
CURRE_
Vm3
OPEN
Q
D
Q
SET
RESET
l
SET
RESET
SHORTED
Q
m
Q
SET
RESET
,m , i i
SET
RESET
• , i i , ,i
Vcp rain. =
Tsble 17
Minimum Clock PUlse Input
Temperature
Vcc
Table 18
Minimum Set (Vs) and Reset (Vrs) Voltages
Temperature
Vcc
Part
H.7 Vs =
H.II Vrs = Vm2 =
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Statistical Format
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